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The way land is used along the California coast is of great concern to the people of 
California. Our coast is an environmentally sensitive area and an invaluable esthetic 
and economic asset to our State. An important factor in protecting that asset is 
knowing what the I and has been used for in the past and how it is being used now so 
that future use can be channeled in the proper direction 
To aid this process, the Department of Water Resources is publishing this report, 
which presents the latest land use data assembled by the Department for the coastal 
zone as established under California law. The 161 land use maps in this report cover 
the coastal zone from Oregon to Mexico, a 526 000-hectare (1 ,300,000-acre) corridor 
that varies from 0.8 to 16 kilometres (1/2 to 10 miles) in width. The maps identify agri-
cultural, native, urban, and recreational classes of land use in considerable detai I, 
sometimes in parcels as small as 2 hectares (approximately 5 acres}. Such basic data 
are needed for good land use planning. The Department of Water Resources has the 
most comprehensive program of land use data collection in the State, on a county basis. 
We in the Department hope that this special compilation, which for the first time puts 
in one volume all the land use information we have collected in the coastal zone, will 
contribute to the State's efforts to preserve, protect, and wise I y use our coast I ine for 
our and future generations. flw_c~ r6.fU~ 
Ronald B. Robie, Director 
Department of Water Resources 
The Resources Agency 
State of California 
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These beachfront houses in Santa Barbara provide a scene typical of many other 
areas along the California coast. Urban development such as this is classified 
UR on the land use maps in this report. 
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A one-horse walking plow still works best on the steep slopes along California's south coast. The 
crop here is tomatoes (iT15) in San Diego County. About 30 000 hectares (75,000 acres) are in 
irrigated agriculture in the 526 000 hectare (1,300,000 acre) coastal zone. 
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DWR photo 4497-133 
LAND USE CLASSIFICATION LEGEND--COASTAL ZONE 
AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 
(preceded with "i" if irrigated) 









5. Sugar Beets 
P- PASTURE* 
1. Alfalfa & alfalfa mixtures 
2. Clover 
3. Mixed pasture 
T - TRUCK AND BERRY CROPS* 
1. Artichokes 
2. Asparagus 
3. Beans (green or dry) 
4. Cole crops** 
6. Carrots 
7. Celery 
8. Lettuce (all types) 
9. Melons, squash, and 
cucumbers (all types) 
10. Onions and gar I ic 




5. Peaches and nectarines 
6. Pears 
7. Plums 
* May be used alone without further breakdown. 
3. Oats 
4. Miscellaneous and mixed 
hay and grain 
6. Corn (field or sweet) 
7. Grain sorghums 
8. Sudan 
9. Castor beans 
10. Beans, dry 
11. Miscellaneous field 
4. Native pasture 
5. Induced high water 
table native pasture 
11. Peas 
12. Potatoes 
13. Sweet potatoes 
14. Spinach 
15. Tomatoes 
16. Flowers and nursery 
18. Miscellaneous truck 
19. Bushberries 
20. Strawberries 
21. Peppers (chili, bell, etc.) 
8. Prunes 
9. Figs 
10. Miscellaneous deciduous 
12. Almonds 
13. Walnuts 
** Specific cole crop indicated by the following special condition: 
A Cabbage B =Broccoli X= Cauliflower Z = Brussel Sprouts 
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1. Table grapes 
2. Wine grapes 
5. Avocados 
6. 01 ives 
7. Miscellaneous subtropical 
fruits 
3. Raisin grapes 
S - SEMIAGRICUL TURAL AND INCIDENTAL TO AGRICULTURE 
1. Farmsteads 
2. Feed lots (I ivestock 
and pou I try) 
3. Dairies 
4. Lawn areas 
5. Cemeteries 
One of the unique resources of the coastal zone is the climate in the Salinas Valley, where lettuce 
(iTS) is grown. Lettuce is packaged in the truck, sent to cold storage, then shipped to market. 
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DWR photo 4494-8 
I- IDLE 
1. Land cropped within the past 3 years but not 
at the time of survey 
2. New lands being prepared for crop ion. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
E- ENTRY DENIED 
NATIVE CLASSES 
NV - NATIVE VEGETATION (May be used alone without further breakdown.) 
1. Grass land 4. Heavy brush 
2. Light brush 5. Brush and timber 
3. Medium brush 6. Forest 
Native vegetation (NV) in Humboldt County near the mouth of the Mattole River. Courtesy of Oeparlment of 
Navigation and Ocean 
Development 
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NR- RIPARIAN VEGETATION* 
1. Swamps and marshes 3. Brush 
2. Meadowland 4. Trees 
NW -WATER SURFACE 
Lakes, reservoirs, rivers, bays, and estuaries (does not 
include ocean waters). 
* May be used alone without further breakdown. 
Native vegetation (NV) includes rangeland grass areas and forests as shown here, 
along the Mendocino coast. Water surface (NW) includes lakes, reservoirs, rivers, 
bays, and estuaries, but not ocean waters. 
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Courtesy of Department of 
Navigation and Ocean 
Development 
NB - BARREN AND WASTELAND* 
1. Dry stream channels 4. Salt flats 
2. Mine tailing 5. Sand dunes 
3. Barren land 
NATIVE CLASSES UNSEGREGATED 
URBAN CLASSES 
URBAN- residential, commercial, and industrial* 
- RESIDENTIAL -one and two family units, including 
trailer courts* 
Development Factor 
Type of development 
houses per Percent 
hectare acre develo~ed 
0. 0.2 to 0.8 0.5 to 2 75 - 100 
1. 1.2to1.6 3 to 4 75 - 100 
2. 1.2 to 1.6 3 to 4 50- 75 
3. 2.0 to 2.4 5 to 6 75- 100 
4. 2.0 to 2.4 5 to 6 50- 75 
5. 2.0 to 2.4 5 to 6 25- 50 
6. 2.8 or more 7 or more 75 - 100 
7. 2.8 or more 7 or more 50- 75 
8. 2.8 or more 7 or more 25- 50 
9. 2.8 or more 7 or more 0 - 25 
Water Use Factor 
(Percent of the total area that is irrigated) 
0. 0 - 10 5. 50- 60 
1. 10 - 20 6. 60- 70 
2. 20- 30 7. 70- 80 
3. 30- 40 8. 80- 90 
4. 40- 50 9. 90- 100 
Example: 
UR71 
Development Factor~ "'Water Use Factor 
* May be used alone without further breakdown. 
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UC -COMMERCIAL* 
Ul - INDUSTRIAL* 
Number of stories 
follow the appropriate 
subclass: 
Example: UC 23 
(3-story 
hotel) 
* May be used alone without further breakdown. 
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1. Miscellaneous establishments 
(offices and retailers) 
2. Hotels 
3. Motels 
4. Apartments, barracks (3-family 
units and larger) 
5. Institutions 
(hospitals, prisons, reformatories, 
asylums, etc., having a reasonably 
stable 24-hour resident population) 
6. Schools 
(yards to be mapped separately if 
large enough) 
7. Municipal auditoriums, theaters, 
churches, buildings, and stands 
associated with race tracks, 
football stadiums, baseball parks, 
rodeo arenas, etc. 
8. Miscellaneous high water use 
(Specify use. To be used to 
indicate a high water use 
condition not covered by the 
above categories). 
1. Manufacturing, assembling, and 
general processing. 
2. Extractive industries 
(oi I fields, rock quarries, 
gravel pits, public dumps, 
rock and gravel processing 
plants, etc.) 
3. Storage and distribution 
(warehouses, substations, rai I road 
marshalling yards, tank farms, etc.) 
4. Transportation 
(railroads, marshalling yards, 
truck loading and parking areas) 
5. Airfields 
(landing strips, taxiways, and 
vacant areas only. Administrative 
areas, passenger terminals, and 
hanger areas mapped separately 
as UC1, UC3, etc.) 
6. Saw mi lis 
7. Oil refineries 
8. Paper mi lis 
9. Meat packing plants 
10. Steel and aluminum mills 
Ul- INDUSTRIAL (Continued)* 
11. Fruit and vegetable canneries 
and general food processing. 
12. Miscellaneous high water use 
(used to indicate a high water 
use condition not covered by 
the above categories). 
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (UI12) on the coast in San Luis Obispo County. Large-scale 
development such as this can have a great impact on the coastal environment. 
DWR photo 4497-27 
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UV- VACAN 
1. Miscellaneous unpaved areas 
(vacant lots, graveled surfaces, 
playing fields, nonirrigated 
freeway strips, raw lands within 
metropo I i tan areas, etc.). 
4. Miscellaneous paved areas 
(parking lots, runways, freeways, 
oiled surfaces, flood control 
channels, tennis courts, auto 
sales lots. etc.). 
Public ownership of coastal land allows access to the ocean; private ownership often 
does not. Recreation pressures on California beaches vary considerably, depending 
on how far removed they are from major urban areas. This photo of Trinidad State 
Beach in Humboldt County was taken at noon on July 17, 1975. 
Courtesy of Depar1ment of 




RR - RESIDENTIAL 
Permanent and summer home tracts within a primarily 
recreational area. The estimated number of houses 
per hectare may be indicated by a number in the svmbol. 
Example: RR-3 (1.2 homes per hectare, 3 per acre). 
RC - COMMERCIAL 
Commercial areas within a primarily recreational area. 
(Includes motels, resorts, hotels, stores, etc.). 
RT- CAMP AND TRAILER SITES 
Camp and trailer sites within a primarily recreational area. 
(S) - SEED CROP 
ADDITIONAL SYMBOLS 
(Special Conditions) 
Indicates any crop grown for seed and is used following 
crop symbol. Example: iP1-S- irrigated alfalfa seed crop. 
(Y)- YOUNG NON-BEARING ORCHARDS AND VINEYARDS 
Follows crop symbol. 
Example: iC3-Y- young non-bearing irrigated oranges. 
(A)- ABANDONED ORCHARDS AND VINEYARDS 
Trees or vines must be in such a condition that renewal 
of cultural practices would restore economic production. 
Indicated by (A) following crop symbol. 
Example: iD1-A - indicates an apple orchard previously 
irrigated but now abandoned. 
(F) - FALLOW LANDS 
Must be ti lied at time of survey 
(1) If no crop residue is apparent or identifiable 
then the "F" symbol will follow the agricultural 
class symbol for the crop most representative 
of those grown in the area. 
Example: iTF - Fallow truck crop land (with 
facilities for irrigation). 
(2) If the crop residue is apparent and identifiable 
but is not from the current crop season covered 
11 
by the survey then the field is considered fallow 
and mapped as the class of the crop residue. 
Example: Surveyor found an old sugar beet residue 
not from current season. Land would 
be mapped iFF. 
(3) However, if the crop residue is identifiable as 
that of a crop which was grown during the survey 
period, then map the field as though crop existed. 
Example: iT6 -carrot residue from current 
growing season. 
(Z)- RECLAMATION 
Land being leached for the removal of harmful salts. 
This symbol is used following either the "Idle" 
symbol or symbols of crops grown as a step in the 
reclamation process. 
Example: iT2-Z, iR-Z. 
(M)- MILITARY AREAS 
Indicates lands owned or controlled by the military and 
is used following the land use symbol. 
Example: iF1-M- irrigated cotton within a military area. 
(B) - BURNED OVER AREAS 
Indicated by "B". The type and density of natural 
cover destroyed by fire is obtained by examination 
of aerial photo. 
Example: NV2-B. 
(K) - FREEWAYS 
(P)- PARKS 
Indicates all types of parks, both public and private 
and is used following the land use· symbol. 
Example: iS4-P- irrigated land area within a park. 
(X)- PARTIALLY IRRIGATED CROPS 
12 
Crops irrigated for only part of their normal irrigation 
season. 
Example: iP3-X -partially irrigated mixed pasture. 
COASTAL ZONE LAND USE MAPS 
Irrigated pasture (iP3) is one of the major farming enterprises in the coastal zone. This cattle 
ranch is on Highway near Fort Bragg. 
Alphabetical Index to Coastal Zone 
Land Use Maps 
Map Map 
Name of Map Number Name of Map Number 
Albion 34 Felton 71 
Alder Peak 91 Fern Canyon 6 
Annapolis 43 Ferndale 18 
Ano Nuevo 69 Fields Landing 16 
Arcata North 12 Fort Bragg 31 
Arcata South 13 Fort Ross 45 
Arched Rock 46 Fortuna 17 
Arroyo Grande NE 108 Frankl in Point 67 
Atascadero 103 Gaviota 121 
Bear Harbor 25 Goleta 124 
Beverly Hi lis 137 Guadalupe 111 
Big Basin 68 Gualala 40 
Big Sur 84 Hales Grove 27 
Bodega Head 49 Half Moon Bay 62 
Bolinas 56 Imperial Beach 161 
Burnett Peak 94 Inglenook 29 
Burro Mountain 93 Inverness 54 
Cambria 99 Laguna Beach 147 
Camp Meeker 48 La Honda 65 
Cannibal Island 15 La Jolla 158 
Cape Mendocino 19 Las Pulgas Canyon 152 
Cape San Martin 90 Long Beach 142 
Capetown 20 Lopez Point 88 
Carpinteria 126 Lompoc Hills 116 
Casmalia 112 Los Alamitos 143 
Cayucos 101 Malibu Beach 135 
Childs Hill 4 Mallo Pass 36 
Comptche SW 33 Marina 78 
Cone Peak 89 Mendocino 32 
Cooskie Creek 22 Mistake Point 26 
Crannell 9 Montara Mountain 6i 
Crescent City 2 Monterey 80 
Cypress Mountain 100 Morro Bay North 102 
Dana Point 149 Morro Bay South 104 
Davenport 70 Moss Landing 76 
Del Mar 157 Mount Carmel 82 
Dos Pueblos Canyon 123 National City 160 
Double Point 55 Newport Beach 145 
Drakes Bay 53 Oceano 109 
Duncans Mills 47 Oceanside 153 
Dutchmans Knoll 30 Orick 7 
Elk 35 Ornbaun Valley 41 
Encinitas 155 Oxnard 131 
Eureka 14 Partington Ridge 86 
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Map Map 
Name of Map Number Name of Map Number 
Pebblestone Shut-in 97 Seaside 79 
Petrolia 21 Shelter Cove 24 
Pfeiffer Point 85 Shubri ck Peak 23 
Pico Creek 98 Sister Rocks 3 
Piedras Blancas 95 Smith River 
Pigeon Point 66 Soberanes Point 81 
Pismo Beach 107 Solvang 118 
Pitas Point 128 Soquel 73 
Plantation 44 Stewarts Point 42 
Point Arena 37 Surf 113 
Point Arena NE 38 Tajiguas 122 
Point Arguello 114 Tassajara Hot Springs 87 
Point Bonita 58 Tomales 51 
Point Conception 119 Topanga 136 
Point Dume 134 Torrance 140 
Point Lorna 159 Tranquil ion 115 
Point Mugu 132 Trinidad 10 
Point Reyes 52 Triunfo Pass 133 
Point Sal 110 Tustin 146 
Point Sur 83 Tyee City 11 
Port San Luis 106 Valley Ford 50 
Prunedale 77 Venice 138 
Rancho Sante Fe 156 Ventura 129 
Redondo Beach 139 Vi I Ia Creek 92 
Requa 5 Watsonvi lie East 75 
Rodgers Peak 8 Watsonvi lie West 74 
Sac ate 120 Westport 28 
San Clemente 150 White Ledge Peak 127 
San Francisco North 59 Woodside 63 
San Francisco South 60 
San Gregorio 64 
San Juan Capistrano 148 
San Luis Obispo 105 
San Luis Rey 154 
San Onofre Bluff 151 
San Pedro 141 
San Rafael 57 
San Simeon 96 
Santa Barbara 125 
Santa Cruz 72 
Santa Rosa Hi lis 117 
Saticoy 130 
Saunders Reef 39 





Graphic Index to Coastal Zone 





The Department's current procedure is to take 35 mm color tran~nari"rlcv 
altitude of 1,524 metres (5,000 feet), project them onto a 
interpretation determine the parcel boundaries and, the 
boundaries and land use codes are placed on copies of 
then checked for accuracy in the field. The amount of 
the data entered onto machine computer tape for easy 
of tabulations by counties, irrigation districts, hydrographic 
of the completed quadrangles and the machine 
cost of reproduction. 
The Department is currently 
the University of California's Space Science Laboratory 
Santa Barbara to determine if techniques involving 
satellites can be developed which wi reduce 
partment plans to acquire digitizers, a flatbed plotter, 
the cost of data processing, provide a relatively 
provide maps of all or just selected categories 
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DWR photo 5316-1 
LAND USE MAPS AND ACREAGE TABULATIONS 
19 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
G3 6 6 
1 6<> 611 
Pl 189 189 
P2 8 8 
P3 3234 3234 2077 2077 
343111 3431 11 2077<> 2077 11 
T F 192 
Tl 10~ 103 
Tl2 41 41 
Tl6 331 331 
62611 43411 4111 '+ll> 
Sl 40 40 
ss 4 4 
44 .. 44 11 
I 1 2la 218 
218" 21811 
4275<>11 408311<> 2168<>11 2168<><> 
NV 3495 3495 
NV p 6 6 
3501 .. 350l" 
NRl 68 68 
t;R2 400 400 
468 .. 468* 
Nw 509 ~09 5084> 08* 
44774>4> 44774>4> 
u 381 381 
381* 381" 
UR 4 4 
4<> 4* 
Ul2 26 26 
UI3 33 33 
uro 2 2 
6111 61* 
446** 446<>* 
RC 34 34 
34* 34* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SMITH RIVER QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
G3 15 15 
2 1511 15* 
P3 226 226 1280 1230 
226 11 226 11 1280 11 1280 11 
T r. 5 
Tl 29 29 
T2 fl 8 
Tl6 5 5 
4711 42 11 
ss 11 11 
1111 11* 
12 1 1 
1 .. 1* 
28511!1 280 11 * 1295!111 1295*11 
Nv 15948 t594b 
NV M 18 18 
15966* 15966* 
r~R 1 151 151 NR2 t390 1390 
1541* 1541 11 NW }378 1378 
1378* 1378* 
18885** 18885** 
u 3213 3213 
3213!1 32!J* 
uR2o 17 17 
17!1 1"7* 
UI3 113 113 
ui3 A 23 23 
UIS 23 23 
UI6 13 13 
'Jlo A 28 28 
200 11 200* 
uv r 52 52 
uv1 1010 101n 
UV4 so so 





YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 600 __ '20i.CO __ ,~S00 ME-:RES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE CRESCENT CITY QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
3 P3 40 40 149 149 
40* 40* 149"' 149* 
T F 8 
Tl6 h b 
14* 6* 
'54<><> 4~:>** 149** 149** 
Nv 1386 1386 
NV p 1185 1185 
2571* 2571* 
NRl 34 34 NR2 231 231 
265* 265* 
2836** 2a3o** 
u 74 74 
74* 74* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
0 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
y 
2000 6000 FEET 
'---~---'----' 
'---'~oo ___ ".£00_-----"1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
SISTER ROCKS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
4 NV 102 102 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
!200 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T.!6 N 
1: 15N 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
CHILDS HILL QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS INCLUDING EXCLUDING IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
P3 21 21 60 60 5 21* 21* 60* 60* 
<'1** 21** 60"* 60** 
t<v 6049 6049 
NV p 232 232 
6281" 6281* 
Nrd 31 31 
i~R2 6 6 
37" 37* 
N'" 693 693 
693" 693* 
7011"" 7011"" 
u 127 127 
127 .. 127* 
UI6 11 11 
11 .. 11" 
138 .... 139"* 
RRl 9 9 
9" 9* 
«c 17 17 
17" 17* 





STATE OF CAUFORNlA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




i_ __ s.._oo ___ ,.._oo:._ _ __,ISOO METRES 





YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
REQUA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
6 ''~V 861 861 
NV p 130 130 
Del Norte Co. 991* Cl91 11 
991** 991** 
991 
NV p 2612 2612 
Humboldt Co. 2612 11 2612* 
2612** 2bli:!** 
2612 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
'----'---'-----' YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
'---6~00 __ _;_I2j_00 _ _:_,!800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE FERN CANYON QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGA TED LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS INCLUOIHG EXCLUDIHG IHCLUDIHG EXCLUi>II-4G ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
7 P3 27 27 360 360 
27* 27* 360* 3t>IJ* 
27** 27** 360** 360** 
~- v 3104 3104 
Nil f' 652 652 
3756* 375b* 
Nw 308 308 
308* JOB* 
4064** 4064** 
d 40 40 
40* 40* UP 22 22 
urt> 4 4 
26* 26* 
66** 66** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
._ _ __:_20J:O_:_O __ ':.J00:::0~-~60,00 FE!';T 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
._ _ _:S_c_OO::__ _ _:_":;:OO::_ _ _:_:jl600 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE ORICK QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
8 P3 l2!i 125 35 35 
12'5* 125* 35~> 3!'>* 
125*~> 125** 35** 35** Nv 11408 11408 NV p 1133 1133 
NRl 12541* 12541* 182 182 NR2 79 79 
261* ?bl* ~~~~ 1945 1945 
1945* 1945* 
14747*~> }4747<H! 
l) 20 20 
20* 20* 
UI2 1 1 UI3 39 39 UT6 3 3 
43* 43* 





R I W R.! E 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
NV 
NV 
~--'oLoC..o __ •_:.oo:.:o __ •::;ooo fEET 
~--6LOo ___ l2i_QO:_ _ _;::jl800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T.!O N. 
T. 9 N 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
RODGERS PEAK QUADRANGLE 
MAJ> LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NON IRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
9 P3 101 101 149 149 
101 .. lOl* 149* 149* 
Tl6 42 42 
42 .. 42* 
Il 22 22 
22* 22* 
16'i** 165** 149** 149** Nv 1515 1515 
NV p 212 212 
1727* 1727* 
NRc 38 38 
38* 3811 
NvJ 22 22 
22* 22* 
1787** 17871111 
u 185 185 
185<> 185<> 
U\1 78 78 
uvl 73 73 
151* 151" 
336** 336** 






STATE OF CAliFORNIA 
RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
L....--'o:,:o:_o _ _:•_:,oo:.:o_:_':::;ooo FEET 
L.... __ _;_:_ _ _:>2:;:_00::_ _ _::ISOO METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
RIE 
T 9 N. 
T.SN 
T.8N 
T. 7 N 
R! E. R.2 E. 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
CRANNELL QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
10 P3 9 9 94 94 
9* 9* 94* 94* 
9** 9** 94** 'l4** 
NV ?617 2617 
,\JV p A96 b96 
3513* 3513* 
hiR2 18 lA 
18* 18* 
N1v 54 54 
54<> 54* 
3585u 3585<>lf 
u 241 241 
241* 241* 
241** 241** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
RESOU"'CES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
lo COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
._ __ 'o~o_o __ '_:coc.:oo~-:::sooo FEET 
~--'~oo ___ <2i_OO~-.:c:JI800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
TRINIDAD QUADRANGLE 
(PARTIAL) 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
11 P3 96 96 986 986 
96* 96* 986* 986* 
96** 96** 986** 986** hiV 1530 1530 
1530* 1530* N~J 407 't07 
407* 407* 
1937** 1937** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 






COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
TYEE CITY QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
12 G 45 45 
45* 45* 
F6 35 35 2 2 
35* 35" 2* 2" Pl 9 9 
P2 31 31 P3 2104 2104 J426 11+26 
2144 4~ 2144" 1426* 1426" T12 92 92 fl6 29 ?9 41 41 
29<> 29* 133<> 133l> 
ll 38 38 
38* 3~" 
2246** 2246** 1606** 1~>06** Nv 1035 1035 
1035* 1~35* Nw 229 229 
229* 229* 
1264** 1264** 
IJ 424 424 
424* 424* 
ur2 12 12 
UI3 4 4 
16* 16* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
'----'o:;:o~o __ •_joo.__o _ .:_:sooo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
'----·~oo ___ "~oo __ _.Cj!BOO METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
ARCATA NORTH QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
13 Fn 19 19 3 3 
19* 19~> 3<> 3* ~-'3 6n? 662 3274 3274 
66;>* 662* 3274* 3274* Tlr, 3 3 
3* 3* I l 142 142 
142" 142* 
8<'6*" s26ll~> 32771><> 32"77*" 
NV 969 969 
'"V p 31 31 
1000" l!loon 
i"R l 3 3 
t·IR2 155 1';5 
158" 1'58* 
Nl•t 3964 3964 
3964* 3'<64* 
5122<><> 5122<>1> 
1J 738 738 
ur2 738" 738* 134 134 
un 167 167 
Ul6 76 76 
377* 377" 
~JV 173 173 
uvl 9 9 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 






COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T6N 
T 5 N 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
~RCATA SOUTH QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
14 G 31 31 
P3 3ll> ..ll* ~:>o 60 698 698 
PO .. 60 .. 1)98l> 698* 
Tl6 la 18 
18l> 18* 
78l><> 78** '729** 729*•~ NV 3359 3359 
NV M 359 .359 NV f' 16 16 
NiH 
3734l> 3734* 
14 14 NR?. 380 380 
J94l> 394* Nw 7660 7660 
7660* 7660* 
11788u 11788** 




UIZ 6 6 UIJ 644 644 Uib 198 198 
uta 42 42 UI9 4 4 
954* 954* 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
NV 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
~--~--12~00---'"''800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
EUREKA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
15 G3 58 58 
58* 58* 
F& 13 13 18 18 
13* 13* 18* 18* 
P3 481 481 4140 4140 
481* 48le! 4140* 414QC! 
Tl2 210 210 
210* clOCI 
Sl 11 11 
ll<> 11* 
I 1 ?o 20 
2o* 20* 
Sl4** Sl4** 4437** 4437** 
Nv 2406 2406 
NV p 6 6 
;>412* 2412* 
I'R l 11 11 
NR2 197 }97 
208* 208* Nw 1707 1707 
1707* 1707* 
4327U 4327l>l> 
u 23 23 
u M 8 e 
31* 31* 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
@] COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 fEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
600 1200 1800 METRES 
~-~---'---' 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE CANNIBAL ISLAND QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
16 G 59 !'9 
G! 10 l 0 
69<1 69<1 
F6 4 ._ 
4<> 4<> 
Pl 8!;)4 854 f'3 514 514 J880 lH!lO 
1368" 1368* 188Q<> lH80* 
112 141 ) 41 
141<> 141<> Sl 4 4 
4* 4* 
!1 4 4 
4ll 4* 
137;:><>1> 1372*<> 20981><> 20981><> 
<><v 5569 556'l 
NV M 16 16 
NRl 5585* 5585* 12 12 NR2 303 303 
315" 315" N>l/ 4095 '+095 
40951> 4095<> 
9995<1<1 9995ll<> 
u 363 363 
363* 363* 
UI l 8 8 
Ll I 2 6 6 UI3 42 42 
UI6 13 13 Li!l2 8 8 
77* 77* 
uv 109 109 
109<1 109* 
549<1<1 ')49<><> 




THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES ~--6~00 ___ 12~00 __ _:::1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T.4N 
T. 3 N 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
FIELDS LANDING QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
17 G3 51 51 19 19 
51* 51* 19* 19* Fo 23 23 FB 14 14 
371> 371> 
Pl 78Cl 789 7 7 P2 136 136 
P3 7003 7003 QQ9 909 
7928* 7928" 916* 916* Tl 3s 38 
14 4 4 
19 31 31 
Tl2 1<::; 15 245 245 88* 88* ?45* ('45* 
Sl 74 74 
741> 741> t 1 115 115 
I2 15 15 
13o" 130* 
a234* .. 8234!>1> 1254** li?S4*" r-.v 3627 3627 
NR2 3627* 3627" 10 10 
10!> 10* Nw 527 527 
527" 527" 
4164** 4164** 
u 65 65 
65* 65* UR 24 24 
24* 24 .. UR20 2 2 
2* 2* 
ui2 42 42 
UI3 20 20 uro 10 10 






R 2 W 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
RIW 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
,_ __ 20L0_0 ---'--~00 FEET 
1200 1800 ME.,..RES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T.3N 
T 2N 
T 2 N 
TIN 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
FORTUNA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
18 G3 82 82 
fl2" 82" F6 13 13 14 14 
13<> 13<> 14<> 14<> Pl 33 33 
P3 149? 1492 :5360 5360 
1525" 1525" 5360" 5360" T6 20 20 
Tl2 82 82 f20 ? 2 
2" 2" 102" 102" 
ll 2o 20 
12 91 91 
lll" 111" 
165 "" 1651"" 5558"" 5558** 
Nv 3309 3309 NV p 58 58 
3367* 3367# 
NR2 163 163 
163* 163<> 
Nw 407 407 
407* 407* 
3937"* 3937** 
u 357 357 
u M 30 3G 





STATE OF CAUFORNfA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R I W R. 2 W. 
P3 
~--'o_,_o_o __ ,-'oo __ o _ ':::,ooo FEET 
~--'~oo ___ l2~00--.::ii800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
m 
0" 1 




MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
19 ('6 15 15 
151> 151> 
151>1> 151>1> 
Nv 2686 i?686 
I~V IJ 180 180 
2866" 2866* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
0 COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
'--------''----'------' 
600 1200 1800 METRES 
'----'-----'---' 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
R3W 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
CAPE MENDOCINO QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
R.3W. R. 2 W 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 fEET 
'-------'----'------' YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
600 1200 1800 METRES 
'---~-----'--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE CAPETOWN QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
21 NV 4465 4465 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
R 3W R 2 W 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
~--'~oo_o __ •_o,_oo __ ~sooo FEET 
~--6~00 __ _;:":_;:00:__.2jl800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T.l S 
T. 25 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
PETROLIA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
22 N\1 2673 2673 
2673 11 2673 11 
2673 1111 2673 11 <> 
2673 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF' WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
SOOO FEET ,__ _ __._ _ ..._ _ _, 2000 4000 
'---'-6~00---".i.OO:__ _ _.ciSOO METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
COOSKIE CREEK QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
23 r-.v 3345 3345 





R 2W. R I W. 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




600 !200 !800 METRES 
'---~-~--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T3S 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
SHUBRICK PEAK QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDIHG EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
24 ~IV 3579 35N 
3579" 3::.79" 
3579"" 3.,79"" 
U\11 455 455 
uv4 25 25 
480" 480* 
480*" 4sO** 
HC 5 5 
Humboldt Co. 5* 5* 5** 5** 
4064 Nl/ 66 66 
Mendocino Co. 66* 66* 66** 66** 
66 
RIW R!E 
STATE OF' CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




i_ _ __:_6j_OOc_ _ _:"_:OOc_ _ _::.;l800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
Rl E R2E 
HUMBOLDT YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
MENDOCINO YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
SHELTER COVE QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS li'ICLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACRIAGIE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
25 NV 4251 4251 
4251* 4251* 
4251** 4251** 
uR 7 7 
7* 7* 
7** 1** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
4000 
1200 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
BEAR HARBOR QUADRANGLE 
(Portio!) 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS IHCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
26 NV 1051 1051 
1051 * lvSl* 
1G5l** l0 51** 
lCSl 
STATE OF CAUFORN1A 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
~--'o_,_o_o __ •_::.oo:.:o __ ,;:Jooo FEET 
~--'00~---"'-'oo.--_ _:_::.1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T23N 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY !972 
MISTAKE POINT QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
RI8W R!7W 
1200 








YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
HALES GROVE QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
28 P3 X 4 4 
4* 4* 
ss 1 1 
l* l* 
4** 4** l<H> l** NV 3476 3476 NV p 64 &4 
3540* 354o* 
3540** 3540** 
u 31 31 
31* 31* 
uR 2 2 
l1V4 2" 2* 19 19 
19<> 19* 
52<><> 52** RRl 13 13 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
0 COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 
1200 1800 METRES 
~-~-~---' 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T22N 
T21 N 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
WESTPORT QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
29 G 61 61 
61* 6)* 
61** 61** NV 5194 5194 





5307** 5307** UR 179 179 
179* 179* UVl 3a 38 
38* 38* 
217** 211** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
NV 
'----'o_,_o_o __ ,-'o._oo __ ~Gooo FEET 
'----'~Oo ___ ,_,_oo __ ~!800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
RI7W 
. . ··:· 
. 
,··. . · .. 




YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
INGLENOOK QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
30 G6 13 13 
13* 13* 
P3 64 1>4 
64* 64* 
77*l' 77*U 
i'IV 6 009 6008 
6008* 6008* 
NQ;? 39 39 
39* 39* 
i~W 19 19 
19* l9U 
6066** 61)661>U 
UR 41 41 
41* 4lil 




STATE OF CAliFORNIA 
THE RESQ,,RCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R !7W RI6W 
R 17W Rr6W 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
'----'----'---~ 
coo 1800 METRES 
'---~-~--~ 
!2:00 





T 19 N 
YEAR OF SURVEY !972 
OUTCHMANS KNOLL QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
31 P3 12 12 
12* 12* 
Tl8 2 2 
2* 2* 
v 3 3 
3* 3* 
17** 17*<1 
NV 3280 3280 
NV p 341 341 
3621* 3621* 
N~< 91 91 
91* 91* 
3712** 37U!** 
lJ 409 '•09 
409* 409* 
UR &02 ao2 
802* 80?* 
Lil 13 13 
Ul3 264 2(>4 
UI6 115 115 
392* 392* 
L'V 1 A69 B69 
869* 869ll 
2472** 2472U RC 21 21 




STATE OF CAUFORN!A 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
2000 6000 FEE"; 
~-~--"---~ 
~oLo ____ ,_,oLo ____ -"laoo 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
FORT BRAGG QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS INCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
32 Tl8 2 2 
2* 2* 
54 24 24 
241> 241> 
261>1> 261>1> 
NV 7283 7283 NV ~~ 41 41 
NV F' 755 755 
80791> 80791> 
~iR2 12 12 
12~> 121> 
Nw 97 97 
971> 971> 
8J881>1> 8l8t!l>l> 
lJ 186 186 
}861> 1861> 
lJR 659 659 
UR M 4 4 
6631> 6631> 
l.JC 4 4 
41> 41> 
ui2 15 15 
15* 15* 
uvl 430 430 
430~> 4301> 
}2981>1> 1298~>~> 
RRl 147 147 
147* 14 7* 
RC 26 26 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
n<E RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




c_ _ _:'_;_oo:_ __ ,_,_oo:__3oo METREs 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
MENDOCINO QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS INCLUDIHG EXCLUOIHG INCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
33 ,.~v 1575 1575 
1575* 1575* NW 27 27 
27* 27* 
1602*~> l6021t!t 




DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
c_ _ _:_L:_ _ _:_2.;_00 __ _.jl800 'IETRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
COMPTCHE S. W. 1/4 QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
34 G 8? 82 
82* Bi?* 
Dl 2 2 
DlO 5 5 
7~t 1* 
82** 82<t<t 7~t<t 7<t<t NV 3020 3020 
3020* 3020* NR2 14 14 
1/t.<t 14* 
Nw 64 64 
64* 64* 
3098** 309A** 
u 21 21 
21* 21* UR 27 27 
27* 27* 
UVl 30 30 
30* 30* 
7B** 78<t~t RRl 91 91 
91* 9l<t 
RC 13 13 
13* 13* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
~-~--"------' 
'---'o,_o ____ ,oi..:o __ _,'soo METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
ALBION QUADRANGLE 
' 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACitUGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
35 G 198 198 
19811 198* Tlb 1 1 
1* 1* 
55 3 3 
311 311 
1*" 1 ~~~~ 201** 201** 
NJ 7360 7360 
7360* 7360* Nw 92 92 
9211 92* 
7452** 7452** 
u 28 28 
28* 28* 
UR 42 42 
42<t 42* 
Ul2 1 l 
1* 1* 
Ul/1 ll ll 
ll* 11* 
82** 82** 
RRl 15 15 
15* 15* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
c_ _ __:6_;_00 ___ >2_;_00:_ _ __:jll:l00 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
tv 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
ELK QUADRANGLE 
I MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NOMIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 



















STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
'---"~o_o __ •_:coc_oo __ ~6ooo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
~--6~00 ___ '2~00 __ _:i'8?0 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MALLO PASS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
37 G 256 256 
£.5611 25611 
F6 74 74 
7411 14~> 
P3 561 561 69 69 
P3 l( so so 
61111 61111 69~> 694> 
52 11 11 
ss 6 6 
17* 17 .. 
685 10* 685 11 * 342** 3424>1> 
Nv 14998 14998 
NV M 45 45 
NV p 643 643 
15686* 15686° 
NR2 267 267 
NR2 p 5 s 
272* 272 10 
NW 67 67 
Nw p 2 2 
69* 69* 
16027** 16027** 
u lll 111 
UR B!* 1!1* 1 2 
UR M l 1 
13311 13'3* 
ur 3 J 
urc: lO 10 
UI3 6 b 
19* 19* 
uvl 57 57 
57* 57* 
320** 320** 
Rc lo 10 
10* 10* 




STATE OF CAliFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T.l3 N 
T.l2 N 
YEAR QF SURVEY 1972 
POl NT ARENA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
38 NV 658 658 
658* 658* 




YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
POINT ARENA N. E. 1/4 QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
39 "'V 2031 2031 
2031* 2031* 






'---'o~oo __ _:'ocoo::.__::sooo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1972 
RESOURCES '--~60~0 __ "_c?::_O -~180,0 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SAUNDERS REEF QUADRANGLE 
MAl' LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
40 NV lo9B3 0983 
10983<> ]0983<> 
NW 43 43 
ll 1 
u 109 109 
109* 10<:;<! 
UR 155 155 
l 155* 




RR! 421 421 
42111 4Zl* 
RC 1 11 
l 1111 
RT 4 4l 
Mendocino Co. II 41* 
413<><> 473** 
11927 
NV 8f3 873 
NV p 141 141 
1014* 101411 
NW 46 46 Sonoma Co. 46<> 461> 
1060** 106()<>1> 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
L__'~oo_o __ ,_oLoo __ _,sooo FEET 
'----6"-00--~---'1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MENDOCINO YEAR OF SURVEY !972 
SONOMA YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
GUALALA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOUL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
ORNBAUN VALLEY S, W 1/4 QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATEO LAHDS HDHIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOMS INCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW· FALLOW 
42 P3 4 4 
4* 4* 
4** 4** 
Nv 4268 4268 
4268* 4268* 
NR2 36 36 
36~t 36* 
uR 4304** 4304** 4 4 
UV4 4* 4* 8 8 
8* 8* 




STATE OF CAUFORN!A 
RESOURCES YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
STEWARTS POINT QUADRANGLE 
f IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS MAP LAND USE SPECIAL TOTAL I 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACUAGI! FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




YEAR OF SURVEY 
ANNAPOLIS QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
44 NV 6406 6406 
NV p 3110 3 J l 0 
9'516" 9516* 
9516** 9516** 
UR 38 38 
38* 38* 
uc 15 15 
15* 15* 
UI 29 29 
29* 2')!> 
82~>* 82<H> 
RR14 53 53 
53* 53* 
RC 13 13 
13" 13" 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
RESOURCES 
COt-STAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
6800 
~----6L00 _____ '2LC0--~00 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
PLANTATION QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
45 1\V 4193 4193 
NV p 16 16 
4209* 4209* 
4209** 42Qql>l> 
UR 10 lO 
lO* 10* 





COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
FORT 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
46 N\i 2148 2148 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 
600 :zoo 1800 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY i974 
ARCHED ROCK QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHOS HOHIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS INCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
47 G6 168 168 
168* 168* 
168** 168** 
,'..JV 13683 13683 
NV p 702 702 
14385* 14385* N_, 414 414 
414* 4li>* 
14799** 14799** 
u 107 107 
107* 107* 
UR 28 28 
28* 28* 
UC'+ l 1 
l* l* 
uJ6 5 5 
5* 5* 
l'+l** 141** 
kR<:? 39 39 
39* 39* Rc 11 11 






DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
4000 6000 F::ET 
'---~----.....L...............l YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
DUNCANS MILLS QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
RIOW 
~--'oLoo ___ •-'o,o_o __ s--"ooo FEET 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
R 9W 
YEAR OF SURVEY !974 
CAMP MEEKER QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
49 Gt, t>6 86 
o6* 86* 
S3 9 9 
9* 9" 
95*" 95*" 
l'lV 7563 7563 Ny p 834 834 
8397* 8397* 
NRl 186 186 
li:l6* 186* 
tJ;< 826 826 
826" 826" 
q409"* g4Qgll* 
u 96 96 
96tt 96* 
UR 70 70 
7QII 70* 
uc 7 7 
711 711 
U\11 so so 
uv" 5 5 
55" 55* 
228*<> 228*" 
RRl ll ll 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
4000 
600 1800 METRES 
~-~----'----' 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
NV 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
BODEGA HEAD QUADRANGLE 
T6N 
T5N 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL I 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
50 NJ 14395 14395 
Nr<l 
14395* 14395* 
P.Jw ?38 23A 
238* 238* 
4869** 14869** 
PR6 55 55 
Morin Co. 55* 55* 
55** 5t;*l> 
l4Cl?4 Go 211 211 
Sonoma Co. 211* 211* 
211** 211** 






1** 6331 l>l> 




YEAR OF SURVEY !974 
VALLEY FORD QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
51 ~:v lo297 10297 
f,IV p 6173 6173 
16470 11 16470" 
''" s390 5390 539011 539Qll 
21860*11 21860 .... 
u o5 os 
oS* 6SII 
UR 50 so 
5QII 50* 
l•Ca 33 33 
33* 33* 
148** 148** hR'+ 5 5 RRo lS 15 
20* 20* 










YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
TOMALES QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
52 Gb 15 15 
15<> 15<> S3 6 6 
6" 6* 21<><> 21** 




YEAR OF SURVEY j974 
POl NT REYES QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
53 r1v 94 94 
,JV 108 108 
·~V p 13700 13700 
1~902* 13902* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT Q;:" WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 6000 FE'OT 
~-~--~-~ 
~~--'~2o_o ____ ~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 
1974 
DRAKES BAY QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS II~CLUDIHG EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
54 G6 23 23 
2311 2311 
P3 421, 42b 
P3 X 43 43 
46'1 11 469 11 
Tl6 4 4 
411 411 
4731111 4731111 231111 231111 
NV 15161 1~161 




19911 19911 Nw 1460 1460 
14b0 11 1460 11 
l'lols"" l9ol5 1111 
u 7 1 
711 711 UR 469 469 





uvl lO 10 
1011 lOll 
49711<> 4971111 
RRl 12 72 
12n 72 11 




YEAR OF SURVEY !974 
INVERNESS QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
55 l'iV p 2600 2600 
2600* 2600* NW 52 52 
52<t 521> 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
4000 6000 "'EE> 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
600 '200 1800 ME.,.RES 
DOUBLE POINT QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
56 NV ~771 5771 NV p 524 524 
6295* 6295* Nw 975 975 
975<1 975* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
]') 





YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
BOLINAS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
' 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
57 :~ v 854 854 
854" 854 11 
854"" 854 1111 
854 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES L-----'~oo _____ "~o_o ___ ~oo 
SAN RAFAEL QAUDRANGLE 
ZON::: MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND,USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
58 Tlb 28 28 
28!; 28!; 
2a* .. <'8!;!; 
t"v 1144 1144 
I'<!V ~~ 752 752 
i~V p 199 !99 
2095* 2095!; 
N>"~ 41 41 
41* 41* 
2136** 2!36<;<; 
UR 27 27 
27 10 27* 
27*!; 27!;<; 





54 p 52 52 
Son Francisco Co, 52!; 52!; 52!;!; 52 11 !; 
NV p 300 300 
300* 300* 
300*<; 30Q!;<; 
uR 68 68 
68* 68l> 
IJCl 5 5 
uc!:l ~ 32 32 




STATE OF CAUFORN!A 
RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2:000 4000 6000 FEET 
~-~--~-~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MARIN COUNTY YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
SAN FRANCISCO CO. !970 
POINT BONITA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
59 S4 p 4 4 
4* 4* 
4** 4** 




COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MARIN CO. YEAR OF SURVEY 1974 
SAN FRANCISCO CO. 1970 
SAN FRANCISCO NORTH QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
6o S4 p 156 156 
156* 156* 
156** 1S6** 
:~v 513 513 
Son Mote o Co. NV " 2 2 NV p 143 143 
658* 658* 
658** 658** UR 392 392 
392* 392* UCl 61 61 
uco 26 26 
uc 7 143 143 
230* 230" 
uvl 504 504 
304<1 504* 
1126<><> 1126** 
1941) 54 p 503 5n3 
Son Francisco Co. 503* 503<> 
503** 503<H> 
NV M 117 117 
;\IV p 196 196 
313* 313* 
~HI p 302 302 
302* 302* 
615** 615** UR 12 12 
12* 12* 
UCl 8 B UC7 141 141 
149* 149* 
uv M 6 6 




YEAR OF SURVEY S.F CO 
RESOURCES SAN MATEC CO 
SAN FRANCISCO SOUTH QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
61 61 97 97 
G3 152 152 
249* 249* 
Pl 15 15 
P3 R 8 Ps 16 16 
39* 39* 
1 F 22 
Tl 12 12 
T3 11 11 
T4 20'l 209 
T8 5 5 Tq 17 17 
Tll on 60 
116 184 184 
Tzo ?. 2 
522* 500* 
Sl 11 11 
S4 p 17 77 
77* 77* ll* 11* 
Il 38 38 
3A<> 3811 
6761111 654<>11 2601111 2601111 
NV 1?791 12791 
IW p 40 40 
1?.831 11 12831 11 
NR2 33 33 
3311 3311 
~w 8 8 811 8* 
12872<>~~ 128721111 
u 821 821 
821 11 821 11 
uc 3 3 
I.JC f" 10 lO 
UC3 l 1 
14 11 14" 
uvl 30q 309 
uv<+ 72 72 
38111 381* 
12161111 1216*11 
riR2 1 1 
l* 111 11111 111* 
15025 
OF CALiFORNIA 
THE RESO'JRCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 





Fr· .. NV (fiT" 
1200 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
lT!G 
YEAR OF SURVEY. SAN MATEO COUNTY 1963 
MONTARA MOUNTAIN QUADRANGLE 
T4S 
T5S 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
62 Gj 519 '519 Ci3 1770 1770 
G6 123 123 
;>412<> 2412<> 
F3 1185 llfl5 
F6 ;> 2 
2<> 2<> 1185., 1185<> 
P3 135 135 
135" 135" 
T F 14 
Tl 32q 329 
T3 17 17 
1 4 66Q 660 
T7 2 2 
rq 3 3 Tll 144 144 
Tt4 3o 30 
T16 393 395 
T18 1o 10 14 14 
r;:o 5 5 
1609" 1595" 14" 14* S1 28 28 
SJ 4 4 S4 37 37 
37<> 37<> 32<> 32* 
I l 7 7 
7* 7* 
1790** 1776** 3643** 364311<> 
'~V 12905 12905 
Nv p 106 106 
13011 * 13011 11 NRl 11 ll 
11* ll* 
~'w 18 18 
18<> 19* 
13040** 13040<><> 
u 443 443 
443* 443* 
UR 50 50 
50* 51)* 
uc f' 39 3q 
39* 39* U[ 12 12 
u12 6 6 
18* 18* 




STATE OF CAUFORN!A 
THE RESOURCES AGEr'•CY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 




YEAR OF SURVEY 1963 
HALF MOON BAY QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACRUGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
63 Gl 232 232 G3 91 91 
3231> 323* 
Tl 16 16 T4 3 3 
Tll fl 8 
27* 27* 
27** 27** 323~>~> 323** 





THE RESOURCES AGENCY YEAR OF SURVEY 1963 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER WOODSIDE QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NDNIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
64 " 1.0 Gl 1067 106! G3 891 891 Gc 10 1o 
1978<1 1968<> 
f2 1 1 F3 326 326 
327<1 327* 
P3 82 82 
82 11 82 11 
T F 4 
Tl 240 240 
T:l 32 32 
T4 131 131 
T8 7 7 
111 2 2 
Tl6 23 23 
439* 43511 
51 4 .. S? 6 6 
ss 4 4 
1411 14" 
11 8 8 
811 811 
52911lt 5251111 ;:>3191111 23091111 
NV 5683 5683 
NV p 183 Hl3 
r::;866 11 5866 11 
Nf.<l 1'17 197 NR2 60 60 
25711 257 11 Nw 84 84 
8411 84 11 
6207** 6207** 
u 59 59 
59* ':)911 UR 7 7 
7* 711 
UCll 1 l 




STATE OF CAL\FORNIA 
RfSCURC:ES 
;)EPARTMEr--.T OF WATER RESOURCES 
64 ZONE IAAP NUMBER 









YEAR or:- SUR'JEY !963 
SAN GREGORIO QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
65 G r l 
Gj 389 ~89 
l':< 1142 1142 
G6 70 70 
1602« lt>Ol« 
F3 281 281 
281« 2811> P:, 37R 378 
378" 378 10 
Tl 33 33 
T :; 1'1 19 14 14 TU lf. 16 7 7 
TJ6 41 41 
T!b 5 5 
114* 114* 21* 21* 
Dl 1s 15 
15* 15" 
c~ 12 12 
12* 12* 51 32 32 54 15 15 
15* 15* 32* 32 41 Il 5 5 
5* 5* 
527** 5274141 J948~>« }947~>;; 
Nil 16270 16270 
16270* 16270 41 
16270*41 1&270*" 
18745 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




YEAR OF SURVEY 1963 
600 \200 1800 METRES 
LA HONDA QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
66 Gl )896 1U96 
G3 129 !29 
?025<} 2025<} 
P3 27 27 
27;, 271f 
T F 27 
n 4(1 40 
T4 475 475 
T7 12 12 
TR 2q 29 
Tll 19 19 
Tt2 83 83 Tt6 17 17 
Tzu l(l 10 
712<} 6851f 
Sl ll 11 
11* 11* Il 75 75 
75* 75* 
814** 787** 2036** 2036** 
NV 2360 2360 
NV p 47 47 
2407* 2407* 
NRl 5 5 NH2 17 17 
22* 22* NY. 37 37 
37* 37* 
2466** 2466** 
u 3 ~ 
3* Jlf 
uc M 7 7 
7* 7* 
UCll 2 2 
2* 2* 




STATE QF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 





COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1963 
PIGEON POINT QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW !'ALLOW 
67 Gl 1638 1638 
GJ 1532 153;:> 
G6 69 69 
F3 3239~> 323911 473 473 
47311 47311 
P3 176 176 
17£,11 176 11 
11 as 88 
n 26 26 20 20 
T4 385 386 
Tll 14 14 
Tl'+ 11 11 
TH> 41 41 
TeO 7o 70 
1'>36* 636 10 20 11 20 11 
v 6 6 
611 bl> 
Sl 39 39 
53 10 10 54 6 6 
6;> 6* 49* 49 11 
I 1 62 62 42 42 
6;>" 621> 42" 421> 
R86" 11 886 11 * 38231>1> 38231>1> 
r,v 12072 12072 
NV p j672 1672 
13744* 1374410 
NRl 12 12 
Nt<<! 21 21 
33 11 33 11 
NW 96 96 
9610 961> 
138731>1> 138731>1> 
UCol 4 4 
41> 41> 
Uib 8 8 
U1ll 61 61 
691> 69* 
l)\1 2 2 
uv<+ 1 1 
Jl> 3* San Mateo Co. 761>* 761>1> 
18658 NV 5358 !:)3!:)8 




STATE OF CALiFORN'A 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




OF SURVEY 1976 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
FRANKLIN POINT QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS IHCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
68 r.v ?.600 2600 
NV p 412 41?. 
3012* 30li:'* 
3012** 3012** 
u 1 l 
1* 1* 




YEAR OF SURVEY i976 
"-----'~oo _____ ,~o_o~oo 
BIG BASIN QUADRANGLE 
ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
,-
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
69 Gl 96 9f. 
961> 96<> 
Yl lil li:l 
T4 1 0 3 103 
T 1 1 !<I) flO 
T;.>v 1 3 
204" 204 11 
Sl 4 4 
411 411 
204<><> 2f411ll 100"* 10()<><1 
''V 797 797 
797* 797 11 
~r;.? 1 14 14 
14* 14* 
''lw 2o 20 San Mateo Co. 20* 2o 11 
831*" f:l31"" 
1135 
"'V 3370 3370 
r,.v p h53 653 
4023* 4023" 
N!o\: 14 14 
14* 14<> 
4037<11> 40371111 




STATE OF CA:.,.JFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 





COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
0 
SAN MATEO CO. YEAR OF SURVEY 1963 
SANTA CRUZ CO. 1976 
ANO NUEVO QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
70 P3 1 1 1 1 
BRUSSELS 11* 11* T4 
- SPROUTS 97<1 979 
''n9* 970<1 
Dl 13 13 
13<> 13~ 
v 14 14 
14<> 14* 51 1 l 
l* 1* 
I 1 3<i 39 
3'l* 39* 
l02q** 1029** 2a** 2R*'' Nv 2">305 ;;>530:> 
~·v p 422 422 
2'i727* ?5727* 
f"-4~ 19 l'l 
19* 19* 
2"'74611<> ;57461111 
u 113 113 
113* 113 1' 
11311<> 11311<> 
26916 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBf.:R 
'-----~,0~0-o __ '..co,o_o __ ,~ooo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
600 1200 1800 YETRES 
DAVENPORT QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGAHD LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FAllOW FALLOW 
,, __ 





"** i>~V 4447 44 1>7 
4462 
I 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
4000 6000 FEE1 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
600 1200 
FELTON QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS II'ICLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
72 P3 33 33 
3]* 33 1~ T4 l 187p. 1878 
Tl6 9 9 
1887<> 1887<> 
Sl 9 9 St+ l"i 15 
15" 15" 9* 9" 190c<HI 1902** 42<><> '>2*<> 
"'v 7561 7561 
f\JV p 16 16 
7577* 7577* 
N'l 94 94 
94<> 94* 
71'71** 7671*<> u 1368 1368 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
YEAR OF SURVEY !976 
SANTA CRUZ QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
73 P4 16 16 
16* 16* T8 6 6 
Tt6 ?. 2 
fl* 8* [)1 21 21 
21* 21* 
v 2 2 
2* 2* 
S4 171 171 
171 * 171* 
202** 202** l6llll lbllll Nv 570 570 
NV p 124 124 
694* 694* 
Nw 63 63 
63~> 63* 
757llll 757llll 
u 2503 2503 
2503* 2503* 
uv 68 68 





SUTE: OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
SOQUEL QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS INCLUDING EXCLUDING IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
74 T4 CAUL! FLOWER 51 51 
T7 co 20 Monterey Co. T8 321 321 
39;>* 392* S4 q 9 
9* qll 
401** 401** 
NV 74 74 
74* 74* 
74** 74"* 
u 3 3 
3* 3* 
3<~* 3** 
478 G6 69 69 29 29 
Santo Cruz Co. 69<1 69* 29* 29* Pl h 6 
P3 221 223 P4 113 113 
342* 342* T f 273 
Tl 42 42 
T3 192 192 
14 CAULIFLOWER 165 165 
14 BRUSSELS 806 806 Ts SPROUTS 1317 1317 
T9 185 185 
113 46 46 
1!6 27o 270 
T pl 63 63 T!9 84 84 
T 20 634 634 
4077* 3804* 
DlU 132 132 
132* 132* 
Sl 12 12 
52 19 19 54 5 5 
5* 5* 31* 31* I l 74 74 
74* 74* 
4699** 4426** 60** 60** ~'" 4178 4)78 NV p l79 179 
4357* 4357* 
4357** 4357"* 
u 747 747 
747* 747* 
uv 1 1 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 





•200 1800 MET'<ES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
! 
! 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
WATSONVILLE WEST QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGA TED LAHDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING !!XCLUDIHG ACR!!AGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
75 rw 163 163 
H>3* H>3* 
163** 163** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
;_ _ _.:•_..oo:__;:_":_cOO:__~~SOO '.IETRES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER WATSONVILLE EAST QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIOMS iHCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
76 G 77 77 
771> 77<> 
FS 128 128 
F7 21 21 Flv 24 241 
390* 
P3 1 17 P4 1 143 
l6o* 160* 
T F 11 
Tl 3829 3829 
T3 32 32 
T4 CABBAGE 364 364 
T4 BROCCOLI 682 682 
T4 CAUL! FLOWER ss 55 
T4 BRUSSELS 905 905 
i7 SPROUTS 36 36 
i 8 453 453 
T9 128 128 
T10 1o 10 
Tll lo 10 
Tl2 75 75 
T16 41 41 
TlB 247 247 




52 54 :':>4 
S3 ll 11 
S4 138 138 
138* 138* 102* 102* 
8007** 7996** 102** 102** 
i'<V 4231 4?31 
4231* 4~31* 
NW eo2 802 
802* B02* 
'50331>1> 5033** 
u 658 658 
658* 658* 
UV4 2 2 




Santa Cruz Co. Tl 399 399 
T4 CAULIFLOWER 18 18 
TS no l70 
595* 5B7* 
595** 587** 









STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
G COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
•ooo 
600 1800 METRES 
'---~-------'-----' 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !976 
MOSS LANDING QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
77 
"' 
5 171 171 
5<> ~" 171<> 171" flV '>5 55 
""'" 
55* 





T r 36r; 
T1 476 476 
T4 CABBAGE 4 4 
T4 BRUSSELS 6? 62 
19 SPROUTS 83 83 TJ0 4 4 
Tl5 ?4 24 
Tl6 22q 229 
lltl 16 16 
T2v 1737 1737 
3000" 2635* 
D A 4] 41 
Dl 22 22 
Dl y 1 1 
64<> 64<> 
Sl 9 9 
52 88 88 
97" 97* 
3881*" 3slo** 268"" 268"" Nv 16613 16613 
l6bl3" !6613;> 
~'4 r-J !:l3 83 
83<> !:131> 
16696;>;> 16696<>;> 





THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
'--_:'_;_00:_ _ _::"::;:0:_0 -~1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
PRUNEDALE QUADRANGLE 
T 12 S, 
T 13 S 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
78 Tl 50CJ 509 
T4 BROCCOLI 193 193 
T4 CAULIFLOWER 182 182 
T( 133 133 
1017* lOl7* 
Sl 9 q 
9* 9* 
1017** 1017** 9<><> 9<><> 
E M 1099 1099 
1099* 1 •19<)1> 
1099** 1·.)99*~> Nv ;>358 23513 
2358* 23513* 
235a<>n 23'58** 
u 399 399 
399* 399* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 6000 FO:ET 
~-~--"---~ 
600 '200 <800 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !976 
MARINA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
79 (j 18 18 
18<> lA* 
18<><> li:l"" 
t. M 2 2 
2* 2* 
2"* 2** 
I'Jv 423 423 
423* 423* 
NW 97 97 
97* 97* 
520<>* !520** 
u 280 280 
280* 280* 
280** 280* 11 
112u 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
'-----'----'------~ YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
600 1200 1600 METRES 
'---"""---~---' 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SEA~DE QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
8o G 5 5 
F6 5* 5* 15 15 
15* 15!; P3 15 1":> 
15* 15* Tl 1":>2 152 
18 SQ 59 
T9 lA 18 
229* 229 11 
S4 c:;4o 5 4o 
54QII 54011 
799** 799114> 5** 511* 
NV 7149 7149 ~,v p 321 321 
7470* 7470* 
7470** 7470** 








STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
YEAR OF SURVEY !976 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE MONTEREY QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE "'<'AL t ""G>HOLA"OS NOHIRRIGATED LANDS 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
0 COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 
YEAR OF SURVEY !976 
600 1800 METRES 
'---~---'--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SOBERANES POINT QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




T 16 S 
T !7S 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R.i E 2 E 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
;_ _ _::6~00:__..::.;_::_ _ _:::;1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
Mt CARMEL QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
83 NV 4115 4115 
4115* 4115* 
4115** 4115** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
'---'o.,_o_o __ •_,oo:.;o __ :s.:o.ioo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
'---·0~0---".,_ooc_ _ _:;;ISOO METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE POINT SUR QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
84 P3 333 333 
333j> 333j> 
333j>il 333*" 
r~v 24817 ?4877 NV F 301 301 
2sl78* 25178" 
25l78U ?5178<>* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 







COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
BIG SUR QUADRANGLE 
T 18 S 
T !9 S 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
85 [~\I 3448 31+4R 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
'----'---'_,_oo_o_.~oo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
600 1200 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE PFEIFFER POINT QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOU!1CES AGENCY 
NV 
0 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
NV 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
coo 1200 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE PARTINGTON RIDGE QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAl IRRIGATED LANDS NOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




COASTAL ZONE 'AAP NUI;BER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
TASSAJARA HOT SPRINGS QUADRANGLE 
TI9S 
T20S 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACRIAGI! FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
















STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
.,.f-.E t.GE!\JCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 





YEAR OF SURVEY \976 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
LOPEZ POINT QUADRANGLE 
T21S 
T22S 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
R4E R5E 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
,--, 
~~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE CONE PEAK QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
90 NV 23338 ?3338 
23338* ?3338* 
2333au 2333 8u 
23338 
\ 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER CAPE SAN MARTIN QUADRANGLE COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 







COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
T23S 
T24S 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1976 
ALDER PEAK QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
VILLA CREEK QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
93 NV 16735 16735 
16735 41 16735* 
Monterey Co. 16735** 16735** 
16735 
PJ 5 5 
San Luis Obispo 5* 5* 
Co. Sl 4 4 4* 4* 











R5 E R6 E 
STATE OF CAL!FORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
NV 
'-~-~--'~oo_o __ _csooo r:r:r1 
600 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MONTEREY CO YEAR OF SURVEY !976 
SAN LUIS OBISPO CO 1968 
BURRO MOUNTAIN QUADRANGLE 
T24 S 
T25S 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
94 NV 177 J77 
Monterey Co. 177"' 177"' 
177*"' 1 77"'l' 
177 
San Luis Obispo .~v 2184 21!14 




CO YEAR OF SUliVEv 1976 
~EPARTt>A!::'H OF WATER RESOURCES LUIS OBISPO CO 1968 
ZONE MAP NUMBER BURNETT PEAK QUADRANGLE 


















STATE OF CALIFORNJA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
~--~---'~oo_o __ ,~ooo "EET 
600 '800 I.'ETRES 
~-~-~-~ 






YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
PIEDRAS BLANCAS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGA TED LANDS 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INFC;Lu~~~G E:~c~g~NG FALLOW FALLOW 












STATE OF CAU~""ORNIA 
THE RESOURCES 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
96 COASTAt MAP NUMBER 
NV 
;_ _ _:_'o:,_o_o __ ,~oo:._o _ :._6ooo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY '968 
~--s~oo ___ "~oo ____ ~soo 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
SAN SIMEON QUADRANGLE 
LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NOM IRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDIHG ACRI!AGI'! 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
~~ v 7207 7207 
720 
STATE OF CALIFORN:A 
THE "f[SOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R 9 E 
0 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR SURVEY 1968 
PEBBLESTONE SHUT-IN QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
98 p 7 7 
PJ 2 2 
9* q!! 
Tl6 ?. 2 
2* 2* 
Sl 8 8 
8* 8* 
11** ll** 81!11 fl!!!! 
"'V 1358 135fl 
1358* 1358* 
UR21 1358** usa** 2 2 UR31 8 8 
10 11 lo* 
uc 27 27 






STATE OF CAUFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 









YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
PICO CREEK QUADRANGLE 
T. 27 S 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
99 (;, F 13 
ul 70 70 
G3 so Bo 
Go 217 ?17 
380<1 367ll 
F 46 46 
F:> 104 104 
F6 1<; 15 
Fo X 18 18 
FB 151 151 37 37 
334<1 334<1 37~> 37<1 
p F 3 
'"'1 ?t-7 2&7 Pz J 3 13 
1-'3 148 148 
P3 ~ lo 10 
~-'4 12 12 
441* 438* 12* 12* 
Tlb 42 4<' 
42* 42* 
DP 6 6 
6* &* 
Si 81 81 
S3 15 15 
S4 11 11 
11* ll* 9&* 9611 
834** 831<11> 525** 512** 
Nv 25053 25053 
25053* 25053* 
25053** 2SU53** 
UP 71 71 
71* 71* 
URlO 91 91 
UR211 10 10 
101* 101* 
UR21 l(l 10 
lO* lO* 
i.JR22 1 1 
1* 1* 
uc 25 25 
UCl l6 16 
IJC5 11 11 
52* 52* 
LII2 s 5 
UI3 3 3 
8* 8* 
24311* 2431>* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
T!-!E RESOURCES AGE'IJCY 
0 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
99 COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R 9E 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
CAMBRIA QUADRANGLE 
LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRiGATED LANDS TOTAL 
SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING 









6* 6* 52* 
s 27 
27<> 27* 






STATE OF CAliFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R. 9 E R, 10 E 
OF SURVEY 1968 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MOUNTAIN QUADRANGLE 
MAP lAND USE SPECIAl IRRIGATED lANDS NONIRRIGATED lANDS TOTAl 
NUMBER SYMBOl CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FAllOW FAllOW FAllOW FAllOW 
101 Gl 12 12 
G3 13 13 G6 3 3 
28* 2!l* F:i lq 19 
F8 153 153 
172n 172* p F 1 
PJ. 38 38 
P) 39 39 
P4 7 7 
7a* 77* 7* 7* 
Sl 20 20 
S3 11 11 
34 lo 10 
lo* 10* 31* 31* !2 8 8 
B* 8* 
260** 259** 74** 74** 
NV 6791 6791 
6791* 6791* 
NR2 9 9 
9* 9* 
6800** 6800** 
UR 65 65 
6541 65* 
URlO 126 126 
UR2J 8 8 
134* 134* 
URll 47 47 
u-<21 4 4 
51* 51* 
IJR12 9 9 
9* 9* 
uCl 24 24 








STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
~00 4000 6000 
600 1800 METRES 
~-~-~---" 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
CAYUCOS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
!'lUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS 11-KLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
102 G 9z 92 
G F 5 Gl 124 124 
G3 15 15 
9z<> 92<> 144<> 119<> Fs az 82 
F7 2o 20 
F8 2!:lo 280 
FlO 7 7 
p 389<> 389<> 29 29 
p F 14 Pl 3o 30 
P2 4 4 




P4 11 11 
216* 202* 11* 11 !I 
T F 2s 
Tl 186 186 
T3 71 71 
TlB so 50 
332* 307* 
Dl2 y lo 10 
lO* 10* 
Sl 46 46 
S2 5 5 
S4 7 7 
7* 7* 51* 51" 
1046** 1007** 206** 201** 
w 9826 9~26 Nv p 138 138 
9964* 9964* 
9964** 9964** 
uR 132 132 
UR!O 132* 132* 184 lil4 
u«2o 8 8 
t92* 192* 
URll 20 20 
uR31 8 8 
28<~ 2B<t 
uc 54 51• 
UCl 14 14 
ucs 5 '5 
73* -,1* 
UI2 3 3 UI3 37 37 
UI12 13 13 
53* 53* l!V 13 13 
13* 13* 
491** 491"* 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 






~"' .t " 4 ,, 
NV 
'---"~o_o ___ ,~oo.__o _ ~soo.o FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
'---6~00---"~00--~1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MORRO BAY NORTH QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 6000 FEET 
'----~--'----' 
4000 
600 1800 METRES 
~-~-~-~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
ATASCADERO QUADRANGLE 
T. 28 s 
T.2.9 S 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
104 r, 21) 20 
Gl 35 35 
160 160 
480 480 
2()<> 20~> 1':>75<> 67!:)<> F 84 84 F f 49 
F2 27 27 
F5 179 179 F6 241 241 
F6 X 33 33 Fa 226 226 
FlO 69 69 
908<> 859<> p 43 43 
Pl 168 168 P3 68 68 44 44 P4 8 8 319 319 P4 )( 13 13 
T 30o* 300* 363* 363 10 2e 28 
T F 19 24 n 5 5 
T3 98 98 
T4 5 5 T7 12 12 
ra 31 31 Tl6 63 63 
T18 32 32 
T20 17 17 
3lo~> 291 10 24* 
DlO 1 1 
1~> 1* 
Sl 88 88 52 5 5 53 13 13 54 22 22 54 p 139 139 
s:. 12 12 
173* 173* 106* 106" I1 22 22 
22* 22* 1712"* 1644*~> 1190** 1166*<> 
r~v 19997 )9997 NV p 2066 2066 
2?063* 22063<1-
.~R 1 78 78 f>4R2 82 132 
160* 160!> 
l'li!l 2026 2026 
2026* 2v26* 
?.4c49** ;>424Q** UR 64 6,. 
64* 6'+* 
uRlO 295 295 UR20 13 13 
108* 308* URll 581 !:>81 u;:;31 23 23 
604!1 604!1 iJRlc 2 2 UR22 4 4 
6" li* JC 107 107 
ucl 40 40 UC5 12 12 




2000 4008 6000 
RESOURCES ~--6~00 ___ '2~00 ___ 1800 ME-RES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
MORRO BAY SOUTH QUADRANGLE 
T.30 s 
T 31 S 
MAP LAHO USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHOS HOHIRRIGATEO LAHDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHOITIOHS INCLUDING EXCLUOIHG IHCLUOIHG EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
105 Fil 1 1 
1* 1* 
Sl 1 1 
l* 1* 
1** 111* l** 111* 
·~V 1634 1634 }63411 1634* 
1634** lo34*11 







R liE R.l2 E 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 4000 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES ~--SOLO ___ I2LOO __ __,IS?O METRES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAN,tkOSE SAN LUIS OBISPO QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
106 Pl 13 13 
13* 13* 
Sl 2 2 
2* 2* 
13** 13** 2** 2*<t NV 4287 4287 
4287 .. 4287* 
4287* .. 4287* .. 
URi:!o 6 6 
6* 6* 
uc 5 5 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
INSET 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
~--20~0-0 ---'---6~000 FEET YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
!:200 1800 METRES 
~-~-~--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE PORT SAN LUIS QUADRANGLE 
MAl' LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUM IIIII SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
107 f!l) 1o 10 
lO* 10* 
Pl 2 2 P4 4 4 
4* 4* 2* 2* 
T 2 2 
T F 82 
Tl 81 81 
T3 28 28 
Tll 1? 12 
T!S 14 14 
219* 13711 
Cl 2 2 C2 5 5 
7* 711 
Sl ll 1l 52 3 3 
S3 1 1 S4 1 l 
54 p 36 36 
37* 37* 15* 1511 
Il 36 36 
I2 18 18 
54* 54* 
33lllll 249** 17** 17** Nv 2447 2447 
NV p 89 89 
2536* 2536 11 
NRl 7 7 NR2 45 45 
52* 5211 
NW 46 46 
4611 46* 
26341111 26341111 
UR 34 34 
34* 34* 
URlO 50 50 UR20 16 16 
UR30 5 5 
71* 71* URll 98 98 
UR2l 33 33 
131* 131* 
uRl2 18 18 
UR22 17 17 
35* 35 11 
uc 10 10 
UCl 47 47 UC4 3 3 
ucs 4 4 
64 11 64 11 UI3 33 33 
3311 3311 
U\1 8 8 
IJ\Il 16 16 
24 11 24 11 
392** 392** 
3374 
R.ll E. R.!2 E 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 






COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
PISMO BEACH QUADRANGLE 
T.3!S 
s. 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
108 Il lQ 19 
19* 19* 
lqilil 19** Nv e9 89 
89* 89 10 
NR2 20 20 
20* 201> 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 






COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
ARROYO GRANDE N E QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
109 Go 43 43 
FS 43<~< 43* 253 253 F6 52 52 
F7 lo 10 FlO 473 473 
71:18* 788 11 p F 64 17 
Pl 68 68 P3 135 135 P3 X 51 51 
P4 170 170 318* 254* 187* 170* 
T 12q 129 
T F 175 
Tl l1o 170 
T3 260 260 
T4 120 120 
T6 52 52 
T7 33Q 339 
re 45 45 
Tll lo 10 T12 212 212 
TiS 3 3 Tl6 25 25 
T18 7 7 T20 5 5 
1552* 1377* 
c 82 82 
82* 8211 
Sl 41 41 S2 25 25 S4 5 5 
511 511 6611 66 11 Il l5 15 26 26 
1511 1511 26~> 2611 
27oou 25211111 3221111 3051111 
NV 8Z41 8241 NV p 703 703 
8944 11 8944 11 NRl 174 114 NR2 115 115 
28911 289 11 Nw 186 186 
18611 18611 
9419~>11 9419<1<1 
UR 17 l7 




UR12 18~> 1811 79 79 
791> 79* UI 12 12 UI2 l 1 UI3 81 81 UIS 35 35 UI7 26 26 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
'---'o~,o_o __ •~o,'-oo __ ~sooo FEET 
1800 METRES 
~-~-~--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
OCEANO QUADRANGLE 
(PARTIAL) 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
110 NV 1591 1591 
1591* 1591* 
1591 41 * 1591** 
UI2 114 114 UI7 14 14 
Son Luis Obispo 128* 128* 
Co. l2a** 128** 
1719 
Pl 84 84 
Santa Barbara P3 23 23 
Co. P4 23 23 
84* 84* 46* 46* 
Sl 2 2 
1~ 2* 2* 
84*" 84** 48** 48** Nv '5144 5144 




STATE OF CAl!FOR~JA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
600 '200 1800 MtrRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
POINT SAL QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
111 6 F 42 
61 9 9 
66 9 9 
42* 18* 18* Fs 78 76 
78* 78* Pl 99 99 
991> 99* 
T 44 44 
T F 78 
T3 lf>6 166 
T4 1Cl 19 
T6 43 43 
T8 73 73 
Tl2 86 86 
509 10 431* 
Sl 4 4 
4* 4* 
728~>1> 608** 22** 22** 
NV 294Q 294Q 
2940* 2940* 
2940** 2q40** 
UI2 8 8 
San Luis Obispo 8* 8* 
Co. 8** B** 
3698 
Santa Barbara 63 so so 
Co. 66 13 13 
63* 63* 
F 12 12 
FS 120 120 
132* 132* 
Pl 604 604 
P3 8s 85 
P4 74 74 
604* 604* 159* 159* 
T F 176 
T1 516 516 
T3 147 147 
T4 65 65 
T7 16 16 
TB 117 177 
Tl2 35 35 
Tl6 109 109 
1241* 10651> 
Sl 6 6 
52 3 3 
94> 9* 
1977** 1801** 231** 231*4> 
Nv 1 '+1 0 1410 
NRl 1410
40 1410 .. 
5 5 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 






1200 900 \IETRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
f, 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
GUADALUPE QUADRANGLE 
MAl' LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
112 NV 13249 13249 




STATE OF CAI,.IFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




i__--'.6i..OO __ ...... ._oo __ __.l800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
M A 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
CASMALIA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
113 NV 6404 6404 
NR2 6404* 6404* 189 189 
189* 189* Nw 70 70 
70* 70* 
URlO 6663** 6663** 6 6 
6* 6* UR12 5 5 
5* 5* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
'-----'---"----' YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
'----·00~--"~00---'1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SURF QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACitiAGI! FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
8 .COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET ....._  _._ __ ,____  _, 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
'---·~oo ___ ,.i,.oo:..__--"1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE POINT ARGUELLO QUAORANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUOIMC ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
115 Sl 16 16 
1611 1611 161111 161111 
NV 12147 12147 
1214711 1214711 
121471111 12147*11 




STATE OF CAUFORN!A 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




L--6~00 ___ "~00--~1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
NV 
~·· 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
TRANQUILLON MOUNTAIN QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
116 Gl 115 115 
115* 115* 
Sl ll ll 
ll* ll* 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
TI-'E RESOURCES AGENCY 
NV 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 








COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
R34W R33W 
NV 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
LOMPOC HILLS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGATID LAMOS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS IHCLUOIHG EXCLUOIHG IHCLUDIHG lli.Cl.UOIMG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW I' ALLOW 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
T.5N, 
.__ __ 'o~a_o __ •_,oo_o __ ~s:ooo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
'----'~00 ___ <2L00 _ _300 ME:RES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
SANTA ROSA HILLS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
CEPARHAENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
18 COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
SOLVANG QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS MOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDIMG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
119 157 157 
15711 157!> Fa 1 1 FlO 27 21 
34* 34* 




Sl 9 9 
9* 
'+7** 47** 20011!> 200** Nv 12466 12466 
12466* 1 
12466*"' l 
uRl2 3 3 
12716 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE ~IESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 <2:000 4000 6000 FEET 
"~'------~----~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
R34W. 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
POINT CONCEPTION QUADRANGLE 
MA.P LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBI!R SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
120 G6 31 3 
31~ 31 Sl 9 9 
9* 9~ 
I l 14 14 
14* 14* 
54** 54~* Nv 11204 11204 
ll 11 
11 11 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
RESOURCES AGENCY 
OE?ARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




2.000 <1000 sooo n:ET 
' ------' YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SACATE QUADRANGLE 
MAP lAHD USE SPECIAl IRRIGATED lANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOl CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FAllOW FAllOW FAllOW FAllOW 
121 S4 4 4 
4* 4!1 
4*" 4** 
Nv 3897 3897 
3897* 3897 11 
3'397"" 3897** 
URlO 8 B 
8* 8* 
URll 2 2 
2* 2* UR22 2 2 









R_32.W. R.31 W 
T.5N T.5 N 
NV 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
AGENCY YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES ;_ _ ___:'O.L:O __ _c"i_00:_ _ _:_1800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
GAVIOTA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAl IRRIGATED lANDS HONIRRIGA TED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMIIIER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDIHG ACIU!AGE 
FAllOW FAllOW FAllOW FALlOW 
122 F6 2 2 
2* 2* p 25 25 
Pl 22 22 Pt,. 04 64 
013 lll* lll* 9 9 
C2 9* 9* 71 71 
cs 13 13 
841f 84* Sl 16 16 
204** 
16* 
204** 18** Nv 2284 2284 NV p 145 145 
2429* 2429 10 
UR22 ,2429** 2429*" 13 13 







STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R.31 W. R.30W. 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
~----L-----~ YEAR OF SURVEY !968 
600 1200 r800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 











STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE ~ESOURCES :..GENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER rtESOIJRCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
~--'~oo ___ ''~?o __ ~o 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
DOS PUEBLOS CANYON QUADRANGLE 
5N 
4N 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIOMS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING 
FALLOW FALLOW FAllOW 
124 
6;:! 62 




ns 3!'1 38 
Tl6 96 96 
T20 1 7 
254* 15211 
c 14 14 
C2 209 209 





49 11 1711 
Il 























STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE ~ESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 6000 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
~----L-----·'Loo __ ~oo 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
GOLETA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
125 T F 4 
Tl~ 16 16 
2o* 16 11 c 21 21 C2 1 1 C5 17 17 
39 11 39* 
v 9 9 911 911 54 156 156 
15611 15611 
2151111 2111111 91111 91111 
NV 665 665 NV F 7 7 
Nlll 672* 672* 29 29 
2qll 29* 
UR 7011111 701*11 33 33 
URlO 33
11 33 11 
196 196 UR~O 13 13 
20911 20911 URll 774 714 
UR2l 17 17 
UR12 791
11 791 11 
6 6 UR22 57 57 
63* 63 11 
uc 29 29 UCl 53 53 UC4 22 22 ucs 12 12 
11611 11611 UI 12 12 Ull 46 46 
UI3 34 34 UI4 4 4 
96* 96* uv 33 33 UIJl 3o 30 uv~ 18 18 
81 11 61 11 
1389** 13891111 
2314 
STAT£ OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
OF SURVEY 1968 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
SANTA BARBARA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAMD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS MOMIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
126 FlO 10 10 
lo~ 10<~ 
T 11) 10 
T F 4 
T9 21 21 TlO 3 3 
ns 212 212 Tlo 14 14 
2E>o* 2E>O* 4* 
Dl3 Js 35 
35~ 35~ 
c 180 lBO 
cz 1824 1824 
cs 233 233 C6 9 9 
2246~ 224E>* 
Sl 37 37 52 14 14 
54 72 72 
72* 72* 51* 51* 
Il 36 36 
36* 36~ 
2623U 2623U 91** 87tHt i~V 2176 2176 
2176* 2176* Nw 59 59 
59* 59* 
zz3s** 223s** 




URll 498 498 
UR3l 5 
503* 
URl2 17 UR22 10 
uc 
uc1 
UC'> 38 38 ucs 19 19 
l 174 11 U! 4 
un 4 4 
Ul2 14 14 
UIJ ll ll 
UI4 5 s Uil2 14 14 
uv l l 
uvl 57 57 Ul/4 6 6 
253* 253* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY ~968 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
CARPINTERIA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGATED LAHDS TOTAL 
MUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG INCLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
127 F F 9 
F6 3 3 FlO 18 18 
30<1 21* T F 23 
Tl5 51 51 
Tl~ 4 4 
78* 55 11 
Dl~ 2 2 
211 211 
c 345 345 
C2 1318 1318 
cs 290 290 
C7 2 2 
195511 195511 
Sl 16 16 S4 14 14 
1411 14* 16<~ 16* ll 19 19 I2 19 19 
3811 38 11 
207911* 204711* 541111 54*11 





15121111 15121111 URll 47 47 
4711 47* UC5 6 6 
uc15 6* 6* 3 3 
311 311 UI 12 12 UI5 2 2 
14* 1411 uv 10 10 
uvl 31 31 
41<1 41<1 Santo Barbaro Co. llln 111<~<~ 
3756 
Ventura Co. TiS 15 15 
15* 15<1 C2 87 87 C5 34 34 
12111 12111 
136** 136ll<l 




T. 5 N 
T.4N 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R 25 W. 1 R 24 W 
0 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
SANTA BARBARA CO YEAR OF SURVEY 1968 
VENTURA CO YEAR OF SURVEY 1969 
WHITE LEDGE PEAK QUADRANGLE 
T,5 N 
T.4N 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAHDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS IHCLUDIHG EXCLUOIHG IHCLUDIHG EXCLUOIMG ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
128 Fll 5 5 
5* 5<~ T 14 74 
r F 13 
Tl5 27 27 
114 11 101 11 
51 8 8 
8* 8* 
1191111 106<111 811<1 8<111 
NV 1804 1804 
180411 180411 
18041111 18041111 
uRll 6 6 
UR31 21 21 
2711 27 11 UR22 43 43 
4311 4311 
ui2 162 162 UI3 39 39 UI1 3 3 
204 11 204* 
2741111 2741111 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 





COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !969 
PITAS POINT QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
129 T 4 4 
4* 4* 
c 312 312 
312* 312* 
52 58 58 54 p 20 20 
20* 20* 58* 58* 
336** 336** 58** 58** Nv 1899 1899 NV p 73 73 
NW 1972* 1972* 51 51 
5!* 202 itll sr· 202 ** 
UR 482 482 
UR3l 482* 482* 31 31 
UR22 31* 31* 7 7 
7* 7* uc 298 298 UC{j. 3 3 
301* 301* 
ur 12 12 UI2 11 ll UI3 14 74 
97* 97* uv 255 255 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT QF" WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
t_~_o __ ,Joo_o_~oo 
000 200 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
3N 
YEAR OF SURVEY !969 
VENTURA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NOMIRRIGATEil LANDS TOTAl. 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACIIhGI FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE ~ESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1969 
20C 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SATICOY QUADRANGLE 
i 
MAP lAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED lANDS HOMIRRIGA TED LAI'HlS TOTAl 
IUI~~t.IUUt SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXClUDIMG INCUJ!l!MG EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FAllOW FAllOW FAllOW FAllOW 




73 .. 13* 
l 
15 15 M 6 6 
21 11 21 11 10 11 
Nv 1590** ls90** 10** 2216 221 NV M l 
NW 282 
28211 









M 95 95 
32 32 M 14 4 




U\1 493* 601 
uv M 403 
1004* 0 
2122** 2122** RT 26 26 
26 11 26* 
26** 26 11* 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
0 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
'-----'----'----' YEAR OF SURVEY 1969 
600 1200 1800 METRES 
~--'--~--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE OXNARD QUADRANGLE 
MAP lAND USE SPECIAl IRRIGATED lANDS NOMIRRIGATED lANDS TOTAl 
NUMIU!II! SYMBOl COHDITIONS INClUDING EXCLUDING IHCLUDING EXClUDING ACREAGE 
FAllOW FALLOW FAllOW FAllOW 
132 T 109 109 
lCi9* 109* c 11 l1 
1* ll* 
Sit M 3 
3* 
Nv l23U 123** 6819 6819 NV M 2016 
NW M 8835* 382 
382• 
9217** 921 UR 2 2 UR M 49 
UR32 51* 51 lo 10 
lO* Hl* uc M 64 h 
64* 64 11 U! M 44 44 UI2 15 15 un 25 25 UIJ M 113 
19711 
uv 90 Ul/ M 458 
548* 541! 11 
870** 870 1111 
0 
STATE OF CALI:FO:R:N~IA:---------------------------------------------­
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
._ __ ,o_co_o __ •_.oo...:o __ :_:_sooo FtET 
YEAR OF SURVEY !969 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES i..--~6;_:00:...__:;_";::00:..._ _ _::1800 MET~ES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE POINT MUGU QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIOHS lt-ICLUDIHG EXCLUDIHG IHCLUDIHG EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
133 P3 6 6 
6* 6* 
T F 24 
Tl6 8 8 
32* 8* 
Sl 34 34 
34* 34* 
38<><> 14<>1> 34<H> 34** NV 11233 11233 
11233* 11233* 
u><11 11233<><> 11233*<> 12 12 
UC4 12<> . 12* 10 10 
10<> 10* uvl 55 55 
55<> 55<> 
RR2 77<><> 77<><> 3 3 RR3 10 10 RR4 9 9 RRo 9 9 
RC 31* 31* 47 47 
47* 47* 
Ven.tura Co. 78** 78*" 
11460 
Los Ange I e s Co. hlv 6693 6693 
I•V p 1523 1523 
8216* 8216* N!IJ 7 7 
7* 7* 
ll223** A223"* 
UR 166 166 
166<> 166* uc 13 13 
UVl 13* 13* 20 20 UV4 2 2 
22* 22* 
201** 201** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




aooo 4000 6000 FEET 
'----'----"-----' 
600 !200 !800 METRES 
~---'----'---' 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
VENTURA CO. YEAR OF' SURVEY 1969 
LOS ANGELES CO. YEAR OF SURVEY 1973 
TRIUNFO PASS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IIIIUGATED LANDS ~ORRICATED L"'DS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS IHCLUOIHC EXCLUDING DIHG EXCLUDING --- .ACRUGE 
FALLOW FALLOW OW _L__ FALLOW 
G 19 
19* 




3RIH> 36*" 19<><> 
NV 2oB7s ~0875 
NV p 129 129 
2 ()04" 21004" Nw 4 
4* 
"" 21 l008<H> UR 1955 
UR3() 1 1 
84<> 84!> 
uc 114 114 
114!> 114" UVl 704 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




YEAR OF SURVEY 1973 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
POl NT DUME QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
135 G l5 15 
15* 15* p 27 27 35 35 
27* 27* 35* 35* T 89 89 
T p ;> 2 
91* 91* 
Sl 1 7 S2 15 15 54 3A 38 
3P* 38* 22* 22* 
156** 156 10 * 7z** 72** 





uR 21456** 21456** 908 908 
uc 908* 908* 168 168 i,JC4 51 51 
219<> 219* Uil 9 9 
UI3 38 38 
47* 47* UVl 452 452 
UV4 27 27 
479l> 479<> 
RC 1653** 16531><> 23 23 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
'HE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUV.BER 
') 2000 
~
L___6o~o __ '_'o~o--~~soo 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1973 
MALl BU BEACH QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAl 
HUMBlER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INClUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 




S4 p 34 34 
34* 34 .. 
6<:11111 69 .. 11 
NV 13450 13450 
NV p 136 1 
13586* I 1~.4 12 12 
l!R 2169 2!69 
2169* 2169* UR3o 69 69 
69* 69 11 uc 64 64 
UC4 85 85 
14911 149* UI3 3 3 
uvl 3* 3* 146 146 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




YEAR OF SURVEY 1973 
600 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE TOPANGA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HONIRR!GATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMIIIU!R SYMBOl CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
137 54 lo 10 
lo* 10* 
lO** 10** Nv p 69 69 
69* 69* 
UR 69** 69** 58 58 
uc 58* 58<> 249 249 
UC4 277 277 






STATE OF CALIFORNiA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
~--'o~o_o __ ,~o~oo __ __,sooo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1973 
600 120C 1800 METRES 
~-~-~--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE BEVERLY HILLS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAWD USE SPECIAL lltltiGATED LANDS NOMIRRIGATI!D LANDS TOTAl. 
"UMIIU SYMBOL CONDITIONS IMCLUOIHC EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
138 54 4 4 
54 p 39 39 
43* 43* 
4)lH> 43** 
~Jv 194 194 





UR 1214 214 
1214<> 4<> 
uc 438 
uc p 8 8 
UC4 573 573 
1019* 1019* 
ur 54 
ui2 114 l 
UD 444 444 
UI3 '1 B 8 
620* 
UVl 1230 1 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1973 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
VENICE QUADRANGLE 
i IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS MAP LAND USE SPECIAL TOTAL ; 
I NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
139 T <:; :, 
T 1'1 1<, 16 
Tlil 1'1? 102 





·~v ;174 374 
'.IV 
" 47 47 
"<\/ p 94 94 
"15* 515* 
:,ls*u sls•><• UCl tl21 1121 
821* 82l!t 
uc 201 201 UC4 303 303 
504* 504* Ul 16 16 
U13 79 79 
95* 95* 
uvl 36 3n 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 
YEAR OF SURVEY !973 
600 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
REDONDO BEACH QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IIUIICATED LANDS HOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDIHC EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
140 Nw 544 544 
544* 544* 
544** 544** 
uc 2 2 
2* 2* UI 178 178 
Ul r-1 15 15 UI2 24 24 
UI3 850 850 U!3 t-1 56 56 
1123* 1123* 
uvl 150 150 




COASTaL ?ONE MAP NUMBER COASTAL ZONE-LAN TORRANCE QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAMDS NOMIRRIGATED LAMDS TOTAL 
MI.IMIIU:R SYMBOL CDMDITIOMS INCLUDING EXCLUDIMG INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
141 Gl 143 l43 
T3 143* 1'+3* 69 69 
s:; 69* 69* 4 4 
4* 4* 
4** 4<t<> 212*" 212** NV 286 286 NV 
" 158 158 NV p 153 153 
597 ... 597* Nw 613 613 
613* 613* 




50* 50* uc 198 198 uc 
"" 
151 151 UC4 178 178 UC4 M 89 89 
1,16* 616* lJI 321 32] UI3 306 306 UI3 
"" 
66 66 
uvl 6931> 693* 20q 209 




STATE OF CAl,!FORNIA 
RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1973 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
SAN PEDRO QUADRANGLE 
-MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HONIRRIGATI!D LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS IHCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 







UR 5732** 5732** 429 429 
uc 429* 273 
uC4 354 354 
UI 62741 627ll> 1103 1103 UI M 223 223 UI2 607 807 u 
u 6 
Ulil 3076* 
1 H 179 79 6 6 p 27 Ul/4 192 1 UV4 f'l 
l 
STATE OF CAU~"ORNIA 
AGENCY YEAR OF SVRVEY 1973 
DEPART\1ENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
LONG BEACH QUADRANGLE 

COASTAL ZONt: \AAP NUM8Eq 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
LOS ALAMITOS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
11+4 r, 9 q 
9* 9* F6 11 171 171 
FlO 224 224 
3'1<;* 395* 
p 33 33 
33* 33* 
T M 3o 30 
31)* 30* 
S4 p 75 75 
75* 75* 
533** 533** 9i>lt 9** 
NV 943 943 
NV M. 1563 1563 
Nv p 91 91 
M< ;>597* 2597* M 298 298 
298* 298* Nw 426 426 
f•Jw r~ 51 51 
477* 477* 
U'lll 3372** 3372** ll 11 
UR&'l 442 442 
UR3l 116 116 
569* 569 11 
U><3;> 68 68 
68* 68* UCl 86 86 
UCl M '+2 42 UC3 2 2 l1C4 121 121 UC6 24 24 
275* 275* UI2 1236 1236 
U!3 47 47 
UI3 M 379 379 un 5 5 
uvl 1667* 1667* 529 529 
uvl M 1 1 
uv .. 32 32 UV4 f' 8 R 
570* 570* 
Orange Co. 3149** 3149** 
7063 
Los Angeles Co. r,w 69 69 
69* 69* 
69** 69"* UP 43 43 
'+3* 43* uc 5 5 UC4 lo 10 







STATE OF CALJFORNIA 
RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
~00 
'200 





SEAL BEACH QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
145 T16 20 20 
2o* 20* 
S4 174 174 
54 p 22 22 
196* 196* 
216** 216** Nv ]1:!25 1825 Nv p 123 123 
]948* 194A* 
Nw B45 845 
845* 845* 
2793** 2793*1> 
URll 11 11 UR2l 510 510 
UR31 705 705 
1226* 1226* 
UR32 34 34 
34* 34* 
ucl 280 280 
UC3 28 28 UC4 320 320 
UC6 6 6 UC7 8 8 
642* 642* 
Uil 121 121 
ui2 540 540 
UI3 91 9] 
UVl 752* 752* sls sls 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE R!:'.:SOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF 970 
NEWPORT BEACH QUADRANGLE 
(PARTIAL) 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS MONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS II'ICLUDIHG EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACUAGII! 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
146 54 9 9 
9* 9* 
9** 9** 






uRll 3 3 UR21 5 5 
ucl 8* 8* 3 3 
uco 4 4 
UI2 1* 1* 4 4 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1970 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
TUSTIN QADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LAMDS NOMIRRIGATED LAMDS TOTAL 
MUMIU!R SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING IMCLUDIMG EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
147 Tl!:> 115 115 
115* 115* 
cs 12 12 
l?* 12* 
Sl 3 3 
16 16 
9 9 
s ... p 5 5 
14* 14* 19* 19* 
l4l I>!> 141** 19** 9"" I'V 11818 1 Hll8 
NV p 9 9 
11827* l 
11827** l 
LiRll 34 34 UR21 1006 1006 
.UR31 746 746 
UR32 1786* 1786* 7 7 
7<> 7* UCl 244 244 UC3 11 1 UC4 66 66 LIC6 44 44 
UC7 16 16 
381* 3Bl* 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
OEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 FEET 
YEAR 0>=" SURVEY 1970 
~.:'0~0----~~---"1800 
LAGUNA BEACH QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NOM!RRIG.Ul!D L.M4DS TOTAL 
MUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING 
= 
ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
148 S4 39 39 
391> 
3<:!1>1> 
N\1 4816 4816 
6* 4816* 
6** 4816** 
URll 100 00 
URI:!l 41 4 
141* 41 10 
UCl la 18 
uc:> 3 3 
21* 21* 
UI:3 5 5 
s~> 5* 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
2:000 4000 
OF SURVEY 1970 
'200 1800 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO QUADRANGLE 











STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE: RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NU!v!BER 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1970 
DANA POINT QUADRANGLE 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
MAl"' lAIItl USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMUR SYMBOL COI'lDITIOHS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INC!..UOIMG EXCLUDIHG ACREAGE 
FAlLOW FALLOW FAlLOW FALLOW 




54 p 9 9 
l<l* 19* 11* ll* 









8* 8* UVl 19 19 UV4 32 32 





Orange Co. 3911 39* 
'+9** 49** 
12.u. 
Son Diego Co. T so 50 
so* 50* 
50** SO** Nv M 551 551 




U\1 8 8 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
SAN 
~--·0~0 ___ '2LOO--~IS00 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SAN CLEMENTE QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL t <RRtGATEO LAHDS ' MOMIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBlER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXClUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FAllOW FAllOW FALLOW FALLOW 
151 NV M 992 
N\1 p 
l* 






STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
0 
~--20~0.:_0 __ 4~00::0 __ ~6000 FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1975-77 
~---"4oo ____ _claoo 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
SAN ONOFRE BLUFF QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBIER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
152 T M 57 57 
57* 57~> 
I M 650 650 
65o~> 650l> 
707~>* 707** Nv M 1732 1732 
1732* 1732* 
URlO 1732U 1732*~> 2 2 
UI 2* 2* 5 5 
5* 5* uv M 20 20 uv~ 201 201 
.. .. 
2667 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
qESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
R 5 W 
YEAR OF SURVEY !975-77 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE LAS PULGAS CANYON QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATEO LAHOS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING II!XCLUDIHG ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
153 T f\o'j 440 440 
440* 440* 
c A 20 20 
20* 20* 
S4 3 3 
3* 3* 
NV 463** 463*" 213 213 
1\JV ~ 1029 1029 
NR 1242" 1242* 
"' 70 70 
70* 70* 
l\j ~<J 93 93 Nw fv\ 217 217 
310* 310* 
uR 1622<><> 1622** 101 101 
URlO 101" 101" 32 32 
uR3tl 98 98 UR<+o 14 14 UR<tO 65 65 
209* 209* uc 141 141 uc r~ 27 27 
ur 168* 168* 16 16 
ur M 13 13 lll3 q 9 
38* 38* 
UVl 90 90 uvl ~'~ 260 260 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
6000 FEET 
,__ _ _,__ _ L__~ 
2000 4000 
600 1800 METRES 
~-~-~--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1975-77 
OCEANSIDE QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAl IRRIGATED lANDS NOWIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMB I!~ SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING IHCLUD!HG EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 







C5 A 12 1 
31\<> 
Sl 6 .. 
St. 
St, p 7 7 
31* * 6* 
856"* 6** 
Nv 2304 
''•V p 1 17 




2tl59i>l> 2Fl59<>l> UR 12() 120 
URlu l 120* 11 1126 (jR31J 29 
Uo<4Q 186 186 
1341* 1 )lq .. 
uc 292 292 
uc1 9 9 






uvl 41 4lt, 
UV4 l 197 
6121> 1 
2729<>* 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE ~ESOURCE S AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
'---2o~o_o ___ -L~-~sooo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY !975-77 
-~---':::;800 METRES 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE SAN LUIS REY QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
155 F 1 ,, 29 29 
p 
T F 
Tl':> 3? 32 
116 2l'll 2 91 
T20 lrl'> 105 
?b5R" 
c 3 C:, 8.'1 B3 
f;;,lf 'l6<> 
Sl 5 5 
S4 34 34 
54 I'• lo 1 0 
44* 44* 5* 5* 
3042*" 2:,12*<> 5"* 5** ;,v 4835 4R35 
r~v p 97 97 
4932* 4932* 
Nw 768 768 
768* 768* 
5700** 5700** 
UR 1653 1653 
1653* 1653* 
URlO 1522 1522 
Ui'!Jo 167 167 




ucl 5 5 UCn 95 95 
344* 344* 
UI 88 88 
88* 88* 
uvl 931 931 
U\/4 384 384 
1315* 1315* 
5109** 5109** 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 





COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !975- 77 
ENCINITAS QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS E MO"'"""" , ..... , TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS li'!CLUDING EXCLUDING !HCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
156 p 27 
T F 3 
Tl6 
c ll l 
l 
" :;.4 6/' 
S4 t' 
1 l '* l 
'"V 1012 1 !il2 
101 lol 
Ol llll 
uR 77 77 
71* 17* 
URlil fl3 tl3 










STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
4000 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1975-77 
500 1800 METRES 
~-~-~--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE RANCHO SANTA FE QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAHD USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS HONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL COHDITIOHS INCLUDING EXCLUDIHG IHCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
157 G 232 232 
F 232* 232* F 210 
210* Tl6 27 27 
27* 2711 
c 4 4 
C5 7 7 
1}* 1111 
Sl 11 ll S2 65 65 
S4 513 513 55 3 3 
516* 516 11 76* 76 11 991',11* 786 11 * 76** 76"* NV a544 8544 NV p 1076 1076 
9620* 9620* 
Nw 104 104 
104<> 10411 
972411<> 9724<><> UR 765 765 
765* 7&5* 
URlO 1134 1134 UR.3U 14 14 
t;R40 253 253 
1401* 1401* uc 281 281 
l!Cl 23 23 UC6 117 117 
421* 421* ur 321 321 
ui2 32 32 
uvl 353* 353* 1054 1054 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
2000 4000 6000 ~"EET 
'----'-----L.-.-~ YEAR OF SURVEY 1975-77 
1200 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE DEL MAR QUADRANGLE {PARTIAL) 
MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NONIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
NUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDING EXCLUDING ACREAGE 




s" 124 12'> 
7fJ5'' 703* 
70:l<H> 703'"' 
!\JV 3q 3<; 
jc 
''V p 115 115 
154* 1 54~ .. 
,.~ ~i ?375 
;:>375* 
?529** 2.529** 




uRJo 81 61 
IJR40 693 693 
2600* 2600" 
IJC 574 '>74 UC6 194 194 
uc r 12 
780'' 
ur 30 3" v
3Qll 3D* 
uvl 1141 1141 
uv4 445 '>45 
15!:l6<> l!':tlh<> 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
~ COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
4000 6000 FEET 
--"--~ 
600 1800 MET'<ES 
~-~-~--~ 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY !975-77 




MAP LAND USE SPECIAL IRRIGATED LANDS NOHIRRIGATED LANDS TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL CONDITIONS INCLUDING EXCLUDING INCLUDII'IG EXCLUDING ACREAGE 
FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW FALLOW 
159 ~" l::,R 15fl 
"" 
>'! 171 171 
S4 I'' 3<; 35 





t,v p 168 l~R 
255Q* 25~:>'1* 
iliVt,' 7883 7HR3 
7883<> 7883* 




u;<r n 2260 2260 
u'<"o 230 230 
l)~'+!) ~; 418 41R 
;>908* 2908* 
lJC 44q 44q 
LJC 514 514 
UCb 100 100 
UCo 
" 14 14 }077" 1077* 
UI 899 <J99 
Ill ,, 522 522 
1421* 1421* 
Uvl 191 191 
UV'+ 59<; 595 
UV4 ~: 1355 1355 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER 
~--''Lo_c __ •_co~oo __ "~opo FEET 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1975-77 
COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE POINT LOMA QUADRANGLE 
MAP LAMD USE SPECIAL TOTAL 
HUMBER SYMBOL COMOITIOMS ACREAGE 

















THE RESOURCES AGENCY YEAR OF SURVEY 1975- 77 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE NATIONAL CITY QUADRANGLE 





STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
THE RESOURCES AGENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
COASTAL ZONE MAP NUMBER COASTAL ZONE- LAND USE 
YEAR OF SURVEY 1975-77 
IMPERIAL BEACH QUADRANGLE 
(PARTIAL) 
18 s 
ISS 


